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Executive Summary

The following report is intended to provide an overview of the current state of the literature on the relationship between social media; political polarization; and political “disinformation,” a term used to encompass a wide range of types of information about politics found online, including “fake news,” rumors, deliberately factually incorrect information, inadvertently factually incorrect information, politically slanted information, and “hyperpartisan” news. The review of the literature is provided in six separate sections, each of which can be read individually but that cumulatively are intended to provide an overview of what is known—and unknown—about the relationship between social media, political polarization, and disinformation. The report concludes by identifying key gaps in our understanding of these phenomena and the data that are needed to address them.
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Section I: Introduction

Following a relatively brief period of euphoria about the possibility that social media might usher in a golden age of global democratization, there is now widespread concern in many segments of society—including the media, scholars, the philanthropic community, civil society, and even politicians themselves—that social media may instead be undermining democracy (Tucker et al. 2017). This fear extends not just to new or unstable democracies, which are often prone to democratic backsliding, but also to some of the world’s most venerable and established democracies, including the United States. Indeed, in little more than half a decade, we have gone from the Journal of Democracy featuring a seminal article on social media entitled “Liberation Technology” (Diamond 2010) to the same journal publishing a piece as part of a forum on the 2016 U.S. elections titled “Can Democracy Survive the Internet?” (Persily 2017).

The purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive overview of the scholarly literature on the relationship between three factors that may be undermining the quality of democracy: social media usage, political polarization, and the prevalence of “disinformation” online.1 “Disinformation,” in the context of this report, is intended to be a broad category describing the types of information that one could encounter online that could possibly lead to misperceptions about the actual state of the world.2

Figure 1 on the next page lays out the nature of these concerns. Of perhaps preeminent importance is the question of whether political polarization and/or disinformation decreases the quality of policymaking in democracies, as well as whether it might decrease the overall quality of democracy itself.3 Further accentuating the problem is the question of whether both these conditions might be fueling each other. That is, does political polarization make people more vulnerable to disinformation, and, in turn, does the increased prevalence of disinformation lead to greater political polarization? Equally important, however, is the third factor: social media usage, which could also possibly be affecting both political polarization and the prevalence of disinformation online. It is this

---

1 In a prior Hewlett Foundation report (Born and Edgington 2017), the authors describe the “information problem” as consisting of three related issues: disinformation, which is deliberately propagated false information; misinformation, which is false information that may be unintentionally propagated; or online propaganda, which is potentially factually correct information, but packaged in a way so as to disparage opposing viewpoints (i.e., the point is not so much to present information as it is to rally public support). While individual literature reviews will report on studies that focus more explicitly on particular subtypes of the information problem, for the purpose of simplicity in this introductory section we use the term “disinformation” to refer to any type of information one could encounter online that could lead to a factually incorrect view of the political world. This could include the now well-known “fake news” (i.e., news emanating from websites that falsely claim to be news organizations while “publishing” deliberately false stories for the purpose of garnering advertising revenue), but also rumors, factually incorrect information, politically slanted information, and “hyperpartisan” news and information.

2 As is discussed in Section III, actually settling on definitions for these different terms is an important research need moving forward.

3 On the figure, we include the term “misperception” along with disinformation because the concern is that it is not just disinformation itself, but also the resulting misperception of the political world caused by disinformation, that has the potential to harm democratic quality and policymaking.
triangle—social media driving political polarization and the prevalence of disinformation, both of which are also accentuating each other and simultaneously potentially undermining democratic quality—that has led to so much concern about the potential impact of social media on democracy.

Figure 1. Social Media, Political Polarization, Misperception and Democratic Quality

However, despite our primary interest in these three categories—social media usage, political polarization, and disinformation—there are a number of other related factors of which we need to be aware.

First, there is another path by which we might expect all three of these variables to affect the quality of democracy, which is through political engagement. Social media has been touted as a way of increasing political participation, but it is equally possible that in an era of hyperpartisanship, experiences on social media could also drive people away from politics. Similarly, it might be the case that polarization itself makes politics less attractive for people. Finally, exposure to disinformation may help to mobilize supporters and demobilize opponents (much, we should add, as with many campaign tactics). If we then believe that the quality of democracy is partly a function of the extent to which people are engaged with politics, then all three of these factors could affect democratic quality through impacts on political engagement.

Second, social media, of course, has a complex relationship with traditional media. On the one hand, social media has clearly become a tool for traditional media reporting; one need only think of the number of times a @realDonaldTrump tweet accompanies a news story about the president. At the same time, much of what is shared on social media about politics are stories produced by traditional news media outlets. Further, it seems
increasingly likely that a key goal of online propaganda—often propagated by automated social media accounts, otherwise known as “bots”—is precisely to ensure that some traditional media news stories are viewed more than others (Sanovich et al. 2018).

Finally, politicians themselves have a role to play in this story. They can, of course, create disinformation and/or amplify disinformation from other sources. Elite polarization can increase mass political polarization (Hetherington 2002; Abramowitz & Saunders 2008). Moreover, as recent history has amply illustrated, elites can also play an outsized role in the spread of polarizing content, including through social media. Finally, politicians can intentionally sow distrust in established media orgs to help boost less credible, (possibly social media-based) sources (Ladd 2011). Thus, a more complex model might look like Figure 2:

![Figure 2. Social Media, Political Polarization, Misperception and Democratic Quality](image)

Two additional points about Figure 2 are worth noting. First, there is no direct arrow linking social media to democratic quality, which is a deliberate choice. While there are many indirect ways in which social media could enhance, or undermine, the quality of democratic governance, we have argued elsewhere (Tucker et al. 2017) that social media itself is neither inherently democratic nor undemocratic, but simply an arena in which
political actors—some which may be democratic and some which may be anti-democratic—can contest for power and influence.

Second, and related, while in the preceding paragraphs we have explained ways in which the various pathways outlined could undermine the quality of democratic governance, many of these pathways (with the exception of those flowing through disinformation) could also enhance the quality of democratic governance. Indeed, many of the early hopes of the “e-government” movement was that the internet would lead to greater citizen engagement in the monitoring of government actors, as well as greater opportunities for state actors to learn citizen preferences.

Taken together, there are many moving pieces at play in Figure 1, and therefore many questions to untangle as we try to understand whether social media, political polarization, and disinformation are undermining democratic quality, and, if so, how. Fortunately, there is a great deal of scholarly research that has been conducted that can inform how we think about the varied relationships in Figure 1. The purpose of this report, therefore, is to concisely summarize this research, in one document, in an effort to allow prospective researchers, philanthropists, civil society organizations, and interested citizens to familiarize themselves with pertinent existing scientific research.

However, we do not currently fully understand all these factors or their relationships to each other. Thus, the second purpose of this report is to identify key research gaps in our understanding of the relationships between social media, political polarization, disinformation, and democratic quality. Further complicating matters, even if we can identify the right questions to ask, in many cases we lack the data required for rigorous scientific analyses of these questions. In some cases, the necessary data has simply not yet been collected, but in other cases the necessary data are costly or held by for-profit companies who do not make it available for scholarly research. Thus, the third purpose of this report is to identify important data needs.

The rest of the report proceeds as follow. In Section II, literature reviews on six distinct, but interrelated, topics are presented. Each of these reviews was prepared by a separate reviewer (with light editing from the author of the report), and each is preceded by its own executive summary. It is our intention for each of these reviews to function as a stand-alone document that could be read separately by someone interested particularly in that topic, although we want to stress that the topics were chosen because, cumulatively, we hoped they would provide an overview of the current state of the scientific literature on the relationship between our three core variables of social media usage, political polarization, and the spread of disinformation.4 The six topics are:

A. Online Political Conversations
B. The Consequences of Exposure to Disinformation and Propaganda in Online Settings
C. Producers of Disinformation

4 Rather than present summaries of each report here, we invite interested readers to see the executive summary at the start of each review.
Section III then presents an assessment of the key research gaps in the field cumulatively, across all six topic areas, as well as the data needs for addressing these research gaps in the future.

Research gaps include (1) better estimates of the effects of exposure to information and disinformation online; (2) cross- and multi-platform research; (3) disinformation spread through images and video; (4) the generalizability and comparability of U.S. findings; (5) the role of ideological asymmetries in mediating the effect of exposure to disinformation and polarization; (6) the effects of new laws and regulations intended to limit the spread of disinformation; (7) better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of different methods of bot detection and analysis; and (8) the role of political elites in spreading disinformation.

Data needs are divided into three categories: data that could be collected in the future by scholars with traditional funding, but that has not yet been collected; data that is prohibitively costly for individual scholars to collect, but that could be provided by a well-funded central research institute/data repository; and data that is not currently available for open scientific analysis due to the fact that it is the property of social media platforms and/or due to privacy concerns.

Finally, Section IV presents a list of all works referenced across all the literature reviews, which we hope will also function as a valuable resource. By definition, the report is intended to concisely summarize broad swaths of academic research; turning to the actual publications that formed the basis of these summaries will in many cases be both recommended and necessary for deeper understanding of the summaries presented here.
Section I: Literature Reviews

Table 1: A Guide to Terms in the Literature Reviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>“Application program interface” - means by which platforms allow data to be downloaded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bots</td>
<td>Automated accounts that post based on algorithms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Political Polarization</td>
<td>The extent to which supporters of different political parties dislike the other political party (and possibly its supporters).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideological Political Polarization</td>
<td>The extent to which different political parties offer different ideologically distant policy platforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lurkers</td>
<td>People with social media accounts who read posts by others, but do not post themselves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media Platform</td>
<td>Online architecture for producing content, annotating content produced by others, joining networks to share or view content (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Instagram).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media Post</td>
<td>Information (text, graphic, video) made available on a social media platform (e.g., a tweet).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised Machine Learning</td>
<td>Machine learning based on training models on labeled outcome data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trolls</td>
<td>(1) Human accounts that post politically motivated, generally pro-government content, often for a fee, or (2) human accounts that post provocative (generally “anti-PC”) content, often with graphic language and misogynistic content, either out of political conviction or simply for the “thrill” of doing so.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter: mentions</td>
<td>When the name of another Twitter user is contained in a tweet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter: retweets</td>
<td>When one user shares the tweet of another user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter: tweets</td>
<td>A “tweet” refers to a post on Twitter; previously limited to 140 characters, recently expanded to 280 characters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupervised Machine Learning</td>
<td>Machine learning without using a labeled training data set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VKontakte</td>
<td>Also VK, a Russian social media platform similar to Facebook.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. Online Political Conversations

Executive Summary

Political conversations, both online and offline, occur most often between people with close personal ties—spouses, close friends, and relatives. The extent to which people are regularly exposed to disagreement, whether via cross-partisan interactions or some other mechanism, remains an open question. This is due to a mix of definitional and methodological issues, combined with a primary focus in the research literature on questions related to the normative ideal of deliberative democracy. This focus has led to studies on the quality of discussion and their effects on outcomes, such as political tolerance and civic engagement. However, more basic questions remain unresolved, such as: How common are informal political discussions on social media? How often do such discussions occur across partisan boundaries? Do these cross-cutting discussions occur primarily via existing relationships or via “weak ties”—for example, friends of friends?

Answering these questions is critical for understanding whether online platforms are contributing to political polarization or serving to dampen its most corrosive effects. As such platforms evolve, researchers should focus on the design features most strongly associated with desirable characteristics of political discussion, such as exposure to cross-cutting perspectives and civility. This section concludes with directions for future research, with suggestions for more use of behavioral data and text analysis.

Studying Political Conversations

There is a rich and varied body of research spanning both political science and communication on the incidence and causes of (mostly face-to-face) political discussion. Following normative concerns about deliberative democracy, much of this research focuses on the quality and follow-on consequences of such discussions: Is political talk civil? Do people engage constructively? Does political discussion lead to greater tolerance? Does it promote civic engagement and political participation (Mutz 2006), or lead to increased levels of knowledge?

In these works, political talk is conceptualized as a central duty of citizenship—as a means of persuading others, resolving conflicts, refining one’s own views, and, ultimately, conferring legitimacy upon democratic outcomes. It is therefore not surprising that one of the central preoccupations of scholarship on this topic is the extent to which people encounter disagreement in political conversations. However, this is a difficult question to answer because of three fundamental definitional issues. First, what counts as “political”? Second, what counts as “disagreement”? And third, what counts as a conversation in the

---

5 Review prepared by Andrew Guess, Assistant Professor of Politics and Public Affairs, Princeton University.
first place? Scholars’ answers to these questions have differed and, lacking consensus, the findings in the literature are somewhat inconsistent (Eveland et al. 2011).

Compounding these difficulties are methodological issues surrounding measurement, sampling, and causation. Measuring the incidence or frequency of political talk typically means asking survey-based questions about respondents’ discussion partners and the types of conversations they have had in a given time period. Since such discussions can occur spontaneously, they are subject to biases induced by self-reporting of behaviors—such as voting and media use—which typically result in inflated estimates. How to approach sampling in studies of political discussions is also a difficult question. It depends partially on the unit of analysis: Is it the individual respondent or a discussion itself? And, if one chooses to sample respondents, should it be via traditional random sampling or more complex techniques, such as snowball sampling, that are more specifically tailored to characterizing attitudes and behaviors within a social network? Finally, when studying the effects of political discussion, it is critical for research designs to take into account confounding factors—such as homophily in people’s social circles or political interest—that could lead to increased levels of both discussion and broad measures of engagement or participation. Not doing so runs the risk of confusing cause and effect.

Overall, the literature to date is overwhelmingly focused on questions originating from the deliberative tradition in political theory. One consequence is that there is less effort on precisely estimating specific quantities of interest, such as the proportion of political conversations that occur across partisan boundaries, or on making rigorous comparisons across platforms or between online and offline political conversations. Still, there is a rich foundation on which to build a forward-looking research program on cross-cutting exposure to political disagreement in online discussion networks.

**Offline Political Conversations**

Before turning to research on online conversations, it is useful to summarize the state of knowledge on political discussions in general, primarily from studies that focus on face-to-face interactions. Much of this work is either based on representative surveys, such as the American National Election Studies (ANES), or is qualitative in nature, focusing on smaller subsets of people using an ethnographic approach (e.g., Walsh 2004).

*How prevalent is political talk?* One of the foundational works in the literature on political discussion networks focused on the context of an election campaign in a single American town (Huckfeldt & Sprague 1995). From their survey data, the authors found that roughly two-thirds of respondents said they talked about politics “only once in a while.” Comparing the frequency of discussions about political topics to other subjects, one study in the mid-1990s found talking about “the president, the national government, and the Congress” to be more common than talking about religion or events in other countries, but less common than talking about crime or personal/family matters (Wyatt et al. 2000). Here it may be

---

6 The authors only report means from their four-point response scale (from “never” to “often”), so it is difficult to say precisely how prevalent political talk is from their data. Discussions about national political
useful to note the distinction in the literature between informal talk (Walsh 2004) and more formalized forms, such as group forums or organized discussions about specific issues. Regarding the latter type of political discussion, a more recent estimate of participation levels from survey data is 25% (Jacobs et al. 2009).

Who is more likely to talk about politics? There are a number of individual-level correlates of talking about politics with others. These include characteristics associated with having more resources available to devote to informing oneself about politics—income, socioeconomic status, and membership in organizations (Jacobs et al. 2009). Furthermore, indicators of political discussion frequency are often used as part of broader indices of political participation. These suggest a strong relationship to measures of general political interest. As with participation in general, moreover, there is evidence of a gender gap in political discussion: Verba et al. (1997) find that men are more likely to say that they “Discuss national politics nearly every day” than women (31% to 20%) and that they enjoy political discussion (36% to 26%).

How much political talk is cross-cutting? Given the measures used, it is often difficult to back out estimates of the proportion of discussions that are cross-cutting (involving political disagreements or discussions across the partisan divide). One study found that no more than a third of respondents said that everyone they discuss politics with supported the same presidential candidate as they did (Huckfeldt et al. 2004), suggesting a relatively high degree of political heterogeneity among discussion partners. The likelihood of exposure to disagreement via conversation appears to be related to strength of partisanship, but only when disagreement is defined in terms of the perceived partisanship of those in one’s discussion network (Klofstad et al. 2013). The other important predictor of having a cross-cutting political discussion is the degree of closeness; disagreement evidently occurs more often with casual acquaintances than with close friends or spouses (Mutz & Martin 2001).

Online Political Conversations

Online political discussions occur in environments that differ markedly from a typical face-to-face interaction (Ho & McLeod 2008). For instance, there are fewer contextual cues about discussion partners’ reactions (see Walther 2011). Some environments offer anonymity, a feature with significant implications for the quality of discussion (Papacharissi 2004). And discussions are often public or semi-public, visible to many others (Wyatt et al. 2000). Online platforms vary in the extent to which their architectures accentuate these channel characteristics. Anonymity is possible on Twitter and Reddit, for example, while Facebook offers more information about users that could serve as contextual cues. Early research on online political discussions was primarily qualitative in nature (e.g., Kushin & Kitchener 2009), but later researchers have employed traditional survey-based methods, as well as social network analysis.

issues generally averaged just above “sometimes” (3.05), and somewhat below the mean overall for all topics (3.13).
How prevalent is political talk? Using a representative survey of online Americans, Wojcieszak and Mutz (2009) estimated that, at least as of 2006, approximately 11% of internet users reported participating in a message board or chat room of any kind in the past year. Of those, about 17% said they participated in political or civic discussion groups online (as compared to 96% who said they participated in discussion groups related to hobbies or interests). Intriguingly, a substantial proportion of respondents said they discussed politics in the non-political groups—25% of those who participated in leisure groups and nearly half of those who participated in professional groups, for example. These results show the importance of not narrowly conceptualizing political talk as only occurring in designated spaces. They also illustrate a persistent issue with this and related research literatures: Given the pace of change in the online discussion environment, high-quality studies are often obsolete by the time they are published.

Who is more likely to talk about politics? We know somewhat less about this question in the online context due to the constantly evolving nature of both social platforms and online audiences. At a minimum, it appears safe to say that some of the individual-level predictors are similar to those of offline political talk, such as gender, education, socioeconomic status, and political interest (Davis 2005). Moreover, exploratory work on convenience samples has identified traits that could be associated with a lower likelihood of talking about politics: conflict avoidance and ambivalence (Jang et al. 2014). These traits may be related to “lurking,” or passively following political discussions without necessarily participating (Davis 2005). Evidence suggests that “lurkers” may be more like average Americans than those who actively engage in discussions. (This is an important point to remember when designing and interpreting studies that analyze publicly available social media posts, which select on this trait of active engagement.)

How much political talk is cross-cutting? The answer to this question depends on how one defines disagreement. By simply asking respondents about the level of disagreement (rather than inferring it), Wojcieszak and Mutz (2009) estimate the proportion of discussion groups that expose respondents to cross-cutting arguments or information. The proportion varies based on the type of group, but in general the level of agreement is much higher than the level of disagreement. More than half of political groups primarily exposed respondents to agreement, while about 10% exposed them to disagreement. Other studies have taken different approaches to answering related questions. For example, using an ethnographic approach, one study found a high degree of perceived disagreement in the content of online political discussions (Stromer-Galley 2003), with participants expressing their enjoyment of encountering diverse viewpoints.

While those findings largely represent a mainly web-based discussion environment, later work has focused on political interactions on blogs and Twitter. An influential study of political blogs found a high degree of polarization in the linking patterns of liberal and conservative blogs (Adamic & Glance 2005). That may or may not map onto the concept of political discussion, but studies of Twitter mentions and retweets come closer. One early study of Twitter political interactions has been commonly cited for its finding of strongly polarized retweet patterns within political discussions, shown by a high degree of clustering by the ideological lean of users (Conover et al. 2011). However, the same study
also found much less evidence of such clustering in mention networks. Taken together, these findings suggest that the structure of interaction, imposed by features of the medium itself, can inform the patterns of cross-cutting exposure and polarization that are observed. Even within the same platform, different functions foster vastly different levels of cross-cutting interaction.

Taking this a step further, a recent study of retweet networks across multiple domains found that politically salient topics often resemble “echo chambers” with high polarization (Barberá et al. 2015). However, other topics, such as the Olympics or Super Bowl, more closely resemble “national conversations.” It is possible that the best way to achieve cross-cutting exposure in political discussions is via inadvertent exposure within non-political discussion contexts (see also Brundidge 2010). Finally, there are promising innovations in the design of online discussion forums that could encourage greater engagement with cross-cutting comments; in particular, a “respect” (as opposed to “like” option) may have increased interaction with counter-attitudinal comments (Stroud et al. 2017).

Research findings concerning online and offline political conversations exist largely in isolation from each other, although there are exceptions: Stromer-Galley (2002) uses an analysis of data on monthly electronic discussions of political issues to argue that the internet “may provide a new context for political conversation for those who would not normally engage in face-to-face political conversations, thus bringing new voices into the public sphere.”

What is the quality of online political talk? An important question related to discussion quality and political polarization is the extent to which online conversations are civil (Papacharissi 2004). While this is a cause for concern, it is unclear how much of online discourse is actually uncivil (even though the most visible interactions may not always be). One recent study of climate change discussions on Twitter found relatively few instances of incivility and sarcasm (Anderson & Huntington 2017). However, a comprehensive analysis of Reddit found a marked increase in incivility there since 2016 (Nithyanand et al. 2017). The authors of that study additionally found greater incivility on Republican subreddits than Democratic ones. They argue that the rise of Donald Trump may have contributed to the increase. Another study focuses on New York Times comment threads, finding that incivility can sometimes boost the popularity of comments, despite the preferences of moderators (Muddiman & Stroud 2017). A related strand of recent research has sought to understand the effectiveness of interventions designed to reduce incivility and other normatively undesirable features of online political talk (Munger N.d.). Promising avenues for such interventions focus on the effects of anonymity and social identity.

Directions for Future Research

While the research discussed here has already shed a great deal of light on the nature and prevalence of online political discussions—and how they differ from offline discussions—there is much left to learn. Partially, this is due to the ever-evolving nature of the object of study: Platforms are constantly changing their algorithms and business models, with effects on user behavior that can sometimes be large. Also, while much previous research
has focused on deliberation and the effects of discussion on broader measures of political engagement, there is arguably a need to focus on more grounded questions of the prevalence and types of political discussions that occur online and across different social media platforms. This will foster productive scholarship on the extent of cross-cutting exposure online, the causes and consequences of incivility, and the channel characteristics that encourage or discourage particular forms of political expression.

Methodologically, the field has much to gain from studies that take advantage of large datasets spanning the entire population of potentially relevant discussions rather than relying on inconsistent survey-based reports. This can help to answer questions about overall prevalence. A second area with methodological potential is the use of network approaches (e.g., González-Bailón et al. 2010), which can help clarify the conditions under which strong versus weak ties are important for determining the amount of cross-cutting exposure in online political interactions. Finally, experiments are a promising avenue for testing the effects of different types of discussion dynamics on outcomes related to political polarization. Given the growing awareness of affective polarization as a force in American society, it is crucial to identify the mechanisms driving it in as rigorous a way as possible.
B. The Consequences of Exposure to Disinformation and Propaganda in Online Settings

Executive Summary

The spread of political misinformation and propaganda in online settings is generally considered to have negative societal consequences. The conventional wisdom is that “fake news” is amplified in partisan communities of like-minded individuals, where they go unchallenged due to ranking algorithms that filter out any dissenting voice (Pariser 2011). The outcome of this process is a society that is increasingly misinformed and polarized along partisan lines (Sunstein 2017). However, results from empirical studies challenge the different components of this argument: Exposure to political disagreement on social media appears to be high (Bakshy et al. 2015; Duggan & Smith 2016), internet access and social media usage are not correlated with increases in polarization (Boxell et al. 2017), and misinformation appears to have only limited effects on citizens’ levels of political knowledge (Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017).

To help address this gap between theory and empirics, we summarize research on three mechanisms by which internet and social media usage may be impacting key societal outcomes of interest. (1) Increased media fragmentation in the online news environment allows citizens to replace political news with entertainment, and lowers the overall quality of the political information being consumed, which limits its potential to increase political knowledge. (2) The consumption of political information through social media increases cross-cutting exposure, which has a range of positive effects on civic engagement, political moderation, and the quality of democratic politics, but also facilitates the spread of misinformation. (3) Political exchanges on social media sites are frequently negative and uncivil, which contributes to the rise in affective polarization.

Introduction

Over the past few years, concerns about the negative societal consequences of the online spread of misinformation and propaganda have become widespread. New technological tools that allow anyone to easily broadcast political information to large numbers of citizens can lead to a more pluralistic public debate, but they can also give a platform to extremist voices and actors seeking to manipulate the political agenda in their own financial or political interest (Tucker et al. 2017). Attention to this problem spiked after the 2016 U.S. presidential election, during which “fake news” was widely shared on social media and reached large numbers of citizens, propagated at least in part by foreign actors (see e.g., Shane 2017). Although there is broad scholarly agreement regarding the high prevalence of misinformation and propaganda in online platforms, whether or not it has

---

7 Review prepared by Pablo Barberá, Assistant Professor of Computational Social Science, London School of Economics.
any impact on political outcomes such as levels of political knowledge, trust in democratic institutions, or political polarization remains an open question.

The current conventional wisdom on the impact of misinformation is mostly based on journalistic reports documenting its spread during the 2016 election. Some of the earliest reporting on this topic was produced by Craig Silverman of Buzzfeed News. In a series of articles published around the time of the election, he demonstrated that engagement on Facebook was higher for fake content than for stories from major news outlets. Additional reporting by other outlets corroborated these initial findings (see e.g., Higgins et al. 2016; Rogers & Bromwich 2016; Timberg 2016). Overall, these reports paint a picture of the online news ecosystem in which misinformation and hyperpartisan stories are shared at rates comparable to news stories by mainstream media outlets, reaching millions of people.

This evidence has provided new fuel to the debate on the internet and social media as ideological echo chambers. The prevailing narrative is that online misinformation is amplified in partisan communities of like-minded individuals, where it goes unchallenged due to ranking algorithms that filter out any dissenting voice (see e.g., Pariser 2011; del Vicario et al. 2016). One of the leading proponents of this view is Cass Sunstein, who in his most recent book, #Republic, warns that balkanized online speech markets represent new threats to democracy because they are a breeding ground for informational cascades of “fake news” and conspiracy theories (Sunstein 2017). The outcome of this process, he argues, would be a society that is ill-informed and increasingly segregated and polarized along partisan lines, making political compromise increasingly unlikely.

However, the consensus in the scholarly literature is not as clear as these accounts would suggest. Boxell et al. (2017) show that, even if mass political polarization has grown in recent times, this increase has been largest among citizens least likely to use the internet and social media. Their results reveal that “the internet explains a small share of the recent growth in polarization” (p. 10612). Bakshy et al. (2015) and Barberá (N.d.) find that Facebook and Twitter users are exposed to a surprisingly high level of diverse views. Wojcieszak and Mutz (2009) provide similar evidence of frequent cross-cutting political exchanges in online discussion spaces. Survey data collected by the Pew Research Center (Duggan & Smith 2016) show that most users report being exposed to a variety of viewpoints on social media. Forty percent of social media users across different countries report being exposed to a diverse range of sources, according to data from 2017 Reuters Institute Digital News Report (Newman et al. 2017). Finally, regarding the spread of misinformation, Allcott and Gentzkow (2017) find that even if “fake news” stories were widely shared during the 2016 election, the average American saw, at most, several of them on social media.

Put together, this body of work challenges the conventional wisdom, but in many ways raises more questions than it answers. Even if average cross-cutting exposure is relatively high on average, there may be pockets of individuals who are indeed fully embedded in politically homogeneous communities, for whom online consumption of information could lead to increased extremism. Given the nearly universal presence of journalists on social media, messages shared on these platforms could have indirect effects even among the
offline population. We also know little about the long-term consequences of online news consumption on political disaffection, civic knowledge, political participation, and social capital.

There is a clear need for further research addressing the questions above. In trying to structure the discussion of what is known and not yet known within this research agenda, it is useful to consider three potential mechanisms by which online consumption of political information could be impacting political processes: (1) changes in the volume of information being consumed, (2) the (diversity of) sources of such political content, and (3) how it is framed. The following sections discuss the effect of exposure to (mis)information online in key societal outcomes by focusing on how research on these three mechanisms helps resolve the tension between theory and empirics described above, and informs our knowledge of such broader questions.

**Volume of Political (Mis)information**

In the digital age, anyone can produce and broadcast content that can reach a global audience. There is more political information being shared than ever before, and ordinary citizens now play an active role in the news ecosystem. Bakshy et al. (2015) report that 13% of posts by Facebook users who report their political ideology are “hard news”—national news, politics, or world affairs. Survey data from the Pew Research Center (Shearer & Gottfried 2017) and the Reuters Digital News Report (Newman et al. 2017) shows that two-thirds of Americans, and between 40% and 60% of adults in most developed countries, get news on social media, with Facebook being the leading source. However, in an increasingly fragmented media environment, are citizens still paying attention to politics? Are they better informed?

Several cross-sectional studies report positive correlations between usage of digital media and levels of political knowledge (Baumgartner & Morris 2010; Dalrymple & Scheufele 2007; Groshek & Dimitrova 2011; Kenski & Stroud 2006). However, when interpreting this evidence, we need to be aware that part of these differences could be explained by the online and social media populations being more highly educated and interested in politics.

In an effort to overcome some of the methodological challenges posed by working with cross-sectional data (and self-reported measures of media exposure), Munger et al. (N.d.) pair panel survey data with tweets that appeared in respondents’ Twitter feeds during the run-up to the 2015 U.K. parliamentary elections. The authors find evidence that tweets from media sources did indeed lead to an increase in knowledge of politically relevant facts, and that exposure to tweets from political parties increased knowledge of the relative placement of parties on different political issues. However, the authors also show that exposure to partisan tweets shifted voters’ assessments of the economy and immigration in directions favorable to the parties’ platforms—and that much of this movement was in an inaccurate direction—a development more consistent with the expectation of those worrying about pernicious effects from disinformation on social media.
Additional important evidence regarding these questions comes from two field experiments conducted by Theocharis and Lowe (2016) and Foos et al. (N.d.). Both studies randomly assigned access to social media platforms and measured how the use of these tools affected levels of civic engagement. Although political knowledge is only measured here indirectly, the results are similar: The effects of exposure to information are small or even negative. This pattern is consistent with evidence from a panel survey fielded by Dimitrova et al. (2014) and a quasi-experimental survey design in Bode (2016a), which show that digital media use has a limited causal effect on political learning and knowledge.

One potential explanation for this unexpectedly small effect of news consumption is that, even if the volume of political information that is available online is greater, citizens might be tuning out from such content and focusing their attention on entertainment news instead. As Prior (2005) argues, increased media choice could have the unintended consequence of widening gaps in political knowledge: Citizens who are interested in politics increase their news consumption, while those who prefer entertainment become less likely to learn about politics. However, it is still unclear whether this argument applies to social media platforms, where opportunities for chance encounters with political content increase (Fletcher & Nielsen 2017), as discussed in the following section.

Another plausible mechanism is that, even if the overall volume of political information is greater, its average quality is lower. Digital publishing tools have dramatically reduced the costs of producing news, and as a result a large number of new outlets have flourished. The content they produce ranges from high-quality investigative journalism to information that is completely false and misleading, in some cases sponsored by state actors and artificially amplified by bots and other automated accounts (see Reports 3 and 4 below). And, even more complex from a research perspective, there is a wide gray area between these two extremes, which includes clickbait stories, outlets promoting conspiracy theories, hyperpartisan sites, and websites whose business models rely on plagiarizing mainstream media stories (see Review 3). These sites often receive traffic volumes higher than traditional news sites, with social media being an important source of traffic (see e.g., Thompson 2013; Lytvynenko & Silverman 2017). Despite their growing importance in citizens’ media diet, we still know little about how consuming this type of (mis)information affects citizens’ levels of political knowledge.

**Sources of Political (Mis)information**

Traditional news consumption is driven in large part by citizens’ preference to be selectively exposed to information that aligns with their political views. In contrast, the stories that citizens see on social media are mostly dictated by their social ties. When users navigate these sites, they are exposed to news presented with social endorsements, which affect their probability of reading such content (Bakshy et al. 2012). As Messing and Westwood (2014) show in a series of lab experiments, the presence of social cues reduces partisan selective exposure to levels indistinguishable from chance.

This increasingly social consumption of information has a profound impact on societal outcomes, which we are only starting to understand. It likely has a normatively desirable
impact on democratic politics. Studies of the composition of online networks have shown that cross-cutting exposure to information on social media is higher than in offline communication networks or traditional media consumption. Bakshy et al. (2015) show that 20% of the friendships that the average U.S. Facebook users maintains are ideologically dissonant—e.g., 20% of a conservative user’s friends are liberal. Barberá et al. (2015) discovered that cross-ideological political interactions on Twitter are more frequent than commonly assumed. Consequently, it is not surprising that Barnidge (2017) finds higher rates of exposure to political disagreement on social media than in face-to-face interactions and more general web browsing.

Political exchanges in such heterogeneous networks have a range of potentially beneficial consequences for democratic citizens. They open up new spaces for civic talk to take place across partisan lines and increase exposure to dissimilar views, which is considered a “central element of the kind of political dialogue that is needed to maintain a democratic citizenry” (Mutz 2006, p.84). And because political elites are also present and active on social media platforms, it could bring politics closer to citizens and make it more transparent, increasing their trust in democratic institutions. Group discussion in diverse online networks may also have positive effects on news seeking and civic engagement (Klofstad 2009; Levendusky et al. 2016; Levitan & Wronski 2014). Cross-cutting exposure could lead to higher levels of political tolerance and awareness of the legitimacy of oppositional viewpoints as well (Mutz 2002). However, not all these effects might be desirable from a normative point of view. As discussed in the following section, cross-cutting exposure may be one explanation behind the recent rise in affective polarization (Suhay et al. 2018).

In contrast with this optimistic view, one could also make a case for a more pernicious impact of the social consumption of news on the health of democratic politics. In a context in which anyone has the potential to make content go viral, journalists’ gatekeeping role is diminished, and citizens are likely to be exposed to a larger volume of misinformation and propaganda. Two studies of social fact-checking on Twitter found that citizens’ attempt to debunk rumors are generally ineffective (Margolin et al. 2017; Shin et al. 2017). Similarly, Guess et al. (N.d.) and Friggeri et al. (2014) revealed that social fact-checking on Facebook was rare and generally unsuccessful—even if it slowed down the spread of misinformation, it did not stop its propagation, which suggests that ordinary citizens cannot take over journalists’ news curation role.

Content and Framing of Political (Mis)information

Empirical studies of exposure to political information on social media reveal an interesting paradox: Most users are embedded in diverse social networks where moderation is the norm, and yet a large share of the content they consume is ideologically extreme and framed in a negative way. This explanation may be behind contradictory findings regarding the effects of the internet on political polarization.

On one hand, Fletcher and Nielsen (2017) find that people who use social networks are exposed to diverse news at a greater rate than people who do not use social networks. This
is not surprising if we consider that a majority of ties in any user’s personal network are weak—acquaintances, co-workers, distant relatives, etc. Weak ties play a key role in information diffusion on social media (Bakshy et al. 2012). They are important because of their contribution to the spread of novel information (Granovetter 1973), which is more likely to be ideologically diverse. It is these cross-cutting interactions that have been suggested as a potential mechanism explaining why social media usage does not appear to be correlated with increases in ideological polarization (Boxell et al. 2017).

However, not all users are equally active on social media, and differences in content production across users may help us understand why most political information shared on social media is partisan or extremist. Barberá and Rivero (2015) and Preotiuc-Pietro et al. (2017) show that Twitter users with more extreme ideological positions share disproportionately more content than moderate users. Wojcieszak (2010) finds that extremism increases with frequency of online participation in neo-Nazi online discussion forums. Shore et al. (N.d.) find that even if a majority of Twitter users post links to more moderate news sources than the ones they receive in their own feed, a small core of users does share more extreme content, and they are responsible for the majority of tweets being published. Bakshy et al. (2015) show that the most frequently shared links on Facebook are clearly aligned with largely liberal or conservative populations. Similarly, Flaxman et al. (2016) use web-browsing histories to demonstrate that social media users have higher levels of cross-cutting exposure than those visiting political websites directly, but at the same time they also show higher levels of political segregation in news consumptions.

While this set of studies focuses on the political views being shared on social media, a different dimension may be as important regarding its potential effect on political polarization: the extent to which social interactions through these platforms are uncivil and negative. According to data survey from the Pew Research Center (Duggan & Smith 2016), most social media users in the U.S. find political interactions on social media with people they disagree with to be stressful and frustrating, in large part because they find them less respectful and uniquely angry. Political actors are a frequent target of incivility and harassment: Barberá et al. (N.d.) estimate that 25% of tweets addressed to members of the U.S. Congress contain offensive and incendiary language, and 59% are critical of the politician or their position.

Increased exposure to uncivil disagreement in online contexts has been linked to a range of undesirable effects. Weeks (2015) shows anger increases partisan evaluations of misinformation leading to inaccurate beliefs. Theocharis et al. (2016) find that incivility targeted to politicians makes them less likely to adopt an engaging style, which reduces social media’s potential for open, interactive political deliberation. Bode (2016b) presents evidence that political disagreements lead to “unfriending” behavior on social media.

Most importantly, the vitriolic nature of online interactions is likely to be one of the factors explaining the recent rise in affective polarization (Iyengar et al. 2012; Lelkes 2016). As Iyengar et al. (2012) explain, exposure to negative views of members of the opposing party reinforces biased views of out-partisans and increases the perceived social distance between party groups. Recent work by Suhay et al. (2018) provides the best evidence of
how this argument applies to social media: In two experimental studies that randomized exposure to online partisan criticism, the authors found convincing evidence that partisan criticism that derogates political opponents increases affective polarization. This set of results helps us reconcile some of the contradictory findings regarding the connection between social media and political polarization—while it may reduce ideological polarization as a result of leading to higher cross-cutting exposure, it simultaneously may also be increasing affective polarization because of the negative nature of these interactions.
3. Producers of Disinformation

Executive Summary

A diverse combination of actors including trolls, bots, fake-news websites, conspiracy theorists, politicians, highly partisan media outlets, the mainstream media, and foreign governments are all playing overlapping—and sometimes competing—roles in producing and amplifying disinformation in the modern media ecosystem. Research spanning across many disparate disciplines has explored the motivations and roles of these actors in the creation and spread of fake news. From detailed ethnographies of troll culture and studies leveraging public opinion data on fake news exposure, to state-of-the-art bot-detection algorithms and sentiment analysis, researchers have taken a wide variety of methodological approaches to identifying and examining the behavior of these actors. This review provides an introduction to each of these sets of actors, and then summarizes the state of the current literature on how each contributes to the production of disinformation.

Independent Trolls

Dating back to the early days of the internet, the term “trolls” has been used to describe people who intentionally bait others in order to elicit an emotional response. Trolls post inflammatory messages to sow discord and cause reactions (Phillips 2015). In the U.S. context, trolls are particularly fond of trolling the mainstream media, tricking outlets into reporting fake stories. Trolls seek to trade up the media food chain, often planting stories with local news outlets, where they are unlikely to be adequately fact-checked. These stories may then gain coverage from mid-sized or national news outlets, as they are either promoted or debunked, amplifying the disinformation far beyond its original scope (Marwick & Lewis 2017). Trolls engage in this behavior both for their own entertainment and to highlight the media’s hypocrisy and sensationalism. They frequently claim to be apolitical—arguing that their use of shocking (often racist or sexist) content is simply a convenient tool to offend others (Philips 2015; Higgin 2013). For the purpose of this report we call these people “independent trolls,” to distinguish them from the more recent phenomenon of paid political trolls (described in the next subsection).

However, some scholars have argued that trolls engage in what Coleman (2012, p. 115) calls “the politics of spectacle.” Along these lines, the “alt-right” movement and the “manosphere”—blogs and forums devoted to men’s rights and misogyny—frequently embrace trolling tactics to draw attention to their causes (Marwick & Lewis 2017).

Trolls are, almost by definition, engaging in polarizing behavior as they seek to foment discord and cause emotional distress. For example, by posting racist or sexist content for the purpose of enraging liberals, trolls may feed into narratives about the rise of online
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8 Review prepared by Alexandra Siegel, Ph.D Candidate, Department of Politics and Graduate Research Associated, NYU Social Media and Political Participation (SMaPP) lab.
hate speech in the Trump era, contributing to a climate of fear and affective polarization, and spreading divisive narratives (Higgin 2013; Herring et al. 2002).

To date, studies of independent trolls and their role in the production of disinformation has been almost entirely qualitative (Phillips 2011, 2015; Marwick & Lewis 2017; Coleman 2012). Tracing the processes by which trolls create content, spread it on mainstream social media platforms, and “trick” the mainstream media into amplifying their mischief clearly requires careful qualitative analysis, but could benefit from a more data-driven approach as well. While some computer scientists have attempted to build “troll detector” algorithms to help social media platforms fight internet trolls and curb cyberbullying (Cambria et al. 2010; Xu & Zhu 2010; Kumar et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2012), these methods have not yet been used to study troll behavior.

**Hired Trolls**

In contrast to individuals who troll for the satisfaction of eliciting an emotional response and highlighting hypocrisy, hired trolls are people who are paid by companies, politicians, political parties, and other actors to write fake posts and comments in public forums (Mihaylov et al. 2015).

For example, media reports and Western intelligence reports suggest the presence of Russian “troll farms,” where employees are given quotas and instructed to influence conversations about regional, national, and international issues. These reports suggest that the Russian government is employing trolls as part of conscious strategy to sway public opinion in its favor and against the United States and its NATO allies, both domestically and abroad (Gerber and Zavisca 2016).

To date, almost no published academic research has been devoted to the study of these trolls. While a variety of scholars have written about hired trolls as a component of Russia’s broader disinformation strategy, it is difficult to study their behavior systematically given their motivation to go undetected and their employers’ motivations to keep their existence secret. Computer scientists are working on developing hired troll detection algorithms based on the frequency with which users on diverse platforms accuse other users of being trolls, although these methods require more human validation (Mihaylov et al. 2015). Recent work has begun to empirically examine the role of hired trolls in spreading disinformation, for example the role of Russian trolls in the #BlackLivesMatter movement (Stewart et al. 2018), as well as the ability of trolls in Russia to change the direction of conversations on blogging platforms (Ananyev & Sobolev 2017).

**Bots**

Bots are pieces of software that create content on social media (Forelle et al. 2015). A growing body of research is devoted to the study of computational propaganda—the use of
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10 For much more on bots, see Review E (below) on “Strategies and Tactics of Spreading Disinformation.”
algorithms, automation, and human curation to purposefully distribute false or misleading information over social media networks.\textsuperscript{11} Scholars have uncovered evidence of bots and other forms of computational propaganda in the American social media sphere and in diverse international contexts, including Azerbaijan, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Poland, Russia, Ukraine, and Venezuela (Forelle et al. 2015; Ferrara 2017; Woolley 2016; Bessi & Ferrara 2016; Treré 2016; Ferrara et al. 2016; Shorey & Howard 2016; Kollanyi et al. 2016; Marwick & Lewis 2017; Stukal et al. 2017). Evidence from these studies suggests that bots are used for a variety of deceptive political purposes. These include inflating politicians’ follower and “like” counts (Woolley 2017); influencing political discourse (Forelle et al. 2015); attacking dissidents (Treré 2016); manipulating public opinion (Woolley 2016; Kollanyi et al. 2016); and possibly for manipulating news search rankings (Sanovich et al. 2018).

A growing body of research has been devoted to the use of bots in the 2016 U.S. election.\textsuperscript{12} For example, Bessi and Ferrara (2016) use bot detection algorithms and data collected with Twitter’s streaming API to show that bots account for about one-fifth of tweets about the U.S. 2016 election during the final month of the campaign. Kollanyi et al. (2016) report that bots were quite active in producing pro-Trump, and to a lesser extent pro-Clinton, content during the presidential debates. Bots have additionally been known to engage in harassment and hate speech in political conversations, generally contributing to a climate of polarization and enmity in online political discussions (Kollanyi et al. 2016).

Other research has examined the role of bots in electoral campaigns in Latin America (Ferrara 2017; Suárez-Serrato et al. 2016), the U.K. (Howard & Kollanyi 2016), France (Ferrara 2017), and Italy (Cresci et al. 2017). These studies all point to the role of bots generating a large volume of social media posts to support, or attack, candidates or positions. During the 2016 U.K. Brexit referendum researchers found that political bots played a small but strategic role in disseminating hashtags associated with the “leave” campaign. These bots were prolific, with less than one percent of sampled accounts generating almost a third of all the messages containing “leave”-related hashtags (Howard & Kollanyi 2016). Some studies even suggest that bots are recycled—namely the same bots are used in different electoral campaigns (Ferrara 2017; Starbird et al. 2014; Nied et al. 2017). For example, Ferrara (2017) demonstrates that a series of bots that were producing alt-right narratives during the 2016 election disappeared after November 8, 2016, and then reappeared in the run-up to the 2017 French election, tweeting anti-Macron content.

\textit{Fake News Websites}

Some actors producing fake news are apparently in it just for the money. Because social media is a largely unregulated medium, supported and driven by advertising, some purveyors of disinformation may be purely profit-maximizing (Burkhardt 2017; Bakir & McStay 2017; Allcott & Gentzkow 2017; Marwick & Lewis 2017). When news articles go

\textsuperscript{11} See Woolley and Howard (2017) for an overview.

\textsuperscript{12} Although note that the first reports of coordinated attacks against political candidates on social media date back to 2010 (Metaxas & Mustafaraj 2012; Ratkiewicz et al. 2011a; Ratkiewicz et al. 2011b).
viral, they generate advertising revenue each time a user visits the original site where the content appeared, incentivizing diverse entrepreneurial individuals to get involved in the business of fake news (Allcott & Gentzkow 2017).

Along these lines, journalistic investigations suggest that more than 100 sites producing fake news articles during the 2016 U.S. election campaign were run by teenagers in a small town in Macedonia. They created a range of websites with names like USConservativeToday.com and posted stories claiming—among other things—that Hillary Clinton would be indicted for crimes related to her emails (Marwick & Lewis 2017). Stories they produced—favoring both Trump and Clinton—earned them tens of thousands of dollars (Subramanian 2017). Similarly, a U.S.-based fake news producer, Paul Horner, ran a successful fake news site called National Report for years prior to the 2016 election (Dewey 2016).

In general, these actors claim to be apolitical. During the 2016 election, they claimed to be motivated by profit, and publishing pro-Trump content generated more advertising revenue than pro-Clinton content (Marwick & Lewis 2017). However, profit maximization may not be the only motivation behind fake news websites. For example, the Romanian man who ran endingthefed.com, asserts that he started the site mainly to help Donald Trump’s campaign (Townsend 2016). By contrast, other producers of right-wing fake news identify as liberal and sought to embarrass those on the right by demonstrating that they would gullibly disseminate false stories (Dewey 2016; Sydell 2016). Regardless of whether or not ideology plays a role, the costs of entering the market and producing fake news content on social media are extremely minimal. As a result, small-scale, short-term strategies adopted by fake news producers can be extremely profitable and these actors have little incentive to develop trusted reputations (Marwick & Lewis 2017).

In one of the only empirical studies of the influence of these fake news sites during elections, Allcot and Gentzkow (2017) demonstrate that fake news was both widely shared in the 2016 campaign period and heavily tilted in favor of Donald Trump. They show that a list of fake news websites, on which just over half of articles appear to be false, received 159 million visits during the month of the election. Using web browsing data and an online survey, they estimate that the average American adult saw and remembered 1.14 fake stories. Regarding the role of these sites in influencing polarization, the authors show that Democrats and Republicans are both about 15% more likely to believe ideologically aligned headlines, and this effect is substantially stronger for users in homogenous social media networks.

Conspiracy Theorists

From amateur filmmakers who post conspiracy “documentaries” on YouTube to 4chan and Reddit users propagating dubious claims, the internet is a fertile breeding ground for conspiracy theories (Clarke 2007; Marwick & Lewis 2017). It has been argued that these corners of the web are particularly likely to become echo chambers, as skeptical users often opt out of these communities (Wood et al. 2012).
Conspiracy theorists often express anxieties about losing control or status. They are driven by a belief that a powerful group of people is manipulating the public, while concealing their activities (Sunstein & Vermeule 2009). These claims range from anti-Semitic conspiracies about Jews plotting to take over the world to alternative accounts of specific events such as the 9/11 attacks or the Sandy Hook school shootings (Marwick & Lewis 2017).

Mass media often amplifies conspiracy theories, profiting off of their appeal. For example, news channels feature “documentaries” investigating such theories without debunking them (Byford 2011). In 2011, when Trump began propagating the “birther” conspiracy theory, asserting that President Obama was born outside the United States, mainstream news outlets covered these claims extensively (Wiggins 2017). A new industry of conspiracy theories, typified by Alex Jones’ multimedia franchise that works to spread conspiratorial content, has also emerged.

As Marwick and Lewis (2017) argue, the modern media ecosystem perpetuates a cycle in which online communities rely on conspiracy-driven news sources, whose claims are covered by mainstream news media, thereby exposing the public to these ideas. This phenomenon is strikingly widespread. In fact, survey data suggest that half the American public consistently endorses at least one conspiracy theory, and belief in particular conspiracy theories is often divided along ideological lines (Oliver and Wood 2014).

Conspiracy theories also played a role in the 2016 election campaign. In particular, Donald Trump frequently amplified conspiracy theories, many of which can be directly traced to Alex Jones and his website Infowars (Finnegan 2016, Marwick & Lewis 2017). Nevertheless, the extent to which this type of amplification actually plays a role in people’s belief in rumors and, ultimately, electoral choices remains unclear.13

Hyperpartisan Media

Faris et al. (2017) argue that highly partisan media is the primary incubator and disseminator of disinformation today. Over the last decade, an extensive network of hyperpartisan right-wing news sites and blogs has emerged (Faris et al. 2017; Eldridge 2017). The American far right has a history of exploiting new media to advance their ideological agenda—from their use of anti-communist radio in the 1950s to the rise of right-wing talk radio in the 1990s (Faris et al. 2107; Marwick & Lewis 2017). This new landscape of hyperpartisan media is dominated by sites such as Breitbart, the Daily Caller, The Gateway Pundit, the Washington Examiner, Infowars, Conservative Treehouse, and Truthfeed.

Faris et al. (2017) characterize these actors as “combining decontextualized truths, repeated falsehoods, and leaps of logic to create a fundamentally misleading view of the world.” Such sites frequently spread misinformation, rumors, conspiracy theories, and
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attacks on the mainstream media (Marwick & Lewis 2017). Hyperpartisan sites also exist on the left. These include: *Occupy Democrats, Addicting Info, Daily Newsbin,* and *Bipartisan Report.* However, on the left, such sites are far less influential than center-left or mainstream news sites (Faris et al. 2017).

In the most comprehensive empirical study of hyperpartisan media both on and offline, to date, Faris et al. (2017) demonstrate that hyperpartisan news is much more widely shared on Facebook than the types of explicitly fake news stories described in the previous section. Examining linking patterns on news websites, they also find that the U.S. media environment is asymmetrically polarized. The far right is a dense, tightly linked network that is largely isolated from other media sources, whereas the far left is largely integrated into the mainstream media discourse.

**Politicians**

Politicians themselves are also responsible for producing and amplifying disinformation in a variety of contexts. By sharing information in support of their positions, politicians can gain attention, popularity, and support (Marwick & Lewis 2017). Through attracting large numbers of followers on social media (Vaccari & Valeriani 2015), they become central nodes in online networks. As politicians seek visibility and support, they can (inadvertently or intentionally) produce or amplify the spread of disinformation. A similar process can also occur when politicians disseminate false information through hyperpartisan media channels (Berinsky 2017).

Lying in politics is hardly new (Jay 2010), but qualitative evidence from interviews with journalists and media companies indicates that politicians today make more false claims than ever before—both in the U.S. and in other contexts (Skjeseth 2017). In the US, recent research has focused on the unprecedented frequency with which Donald Trump makes false statements—far outpacing other political candidates during the 2016 election (McGranahan 2017; Skjeseth 2017).

Regarding the role of politicians in the amplification of disinformation, the vast majority of shared content online does not “go viral” or spread in cascades among average people. Accounts from politicians, with high numbers of followers, however, can dramatically increase the reach of information on social media, and their posts are often reported on in the mainstream media. As a result, politicians may not be the largest sharers of disinformation, but they might be some of the most influential (Mele et al. 2017).

**Foreign Governments**

A great deal of journalistic and scholarly attention has recently been devoted to Russian attempts to spread disinformation and sow discord in the 2016 election. (See Maréchal 2017 for an overview.) But qualitative historical research suggests that foreign
governments have long spread disinformation and propaganda in order to advance their agendas abroad (Mele et al. 2017; Schudson 1997).

Studies of the Russian government’s current disinformation strategy are largely qualitative. They often situate Russia’s modern strategy within the Soviet-era practice of dezinformatsiya (disinformation), or planting false or distorted stories to influence Western public opinion (Ziegler 2017; Maréchal 2017). In recent years, Russia, China, Iran, and Venezuela have all used various disinformation strategies—successfully and unsuccessfully—to counter Western democracy promotion and to promote authoritarian interests abroad (Vanderhill 2013; Way 2015; Nocetti 2015; Lankina & Watanabe 2018). While Russian efforts were initially focused on the “near abroad” including the Ukraine, Belarus, and Georgia, the strategy now reaches far beyond the former Soviet republics.

Social media and the internet have magnified the impact of this “information warfare” by authoritarian governments (Diamond et al. 2016; Tucker et al. 2017; Roberts 2018, Sanovich et al. 2018). The fragmentation of the current media landscape makes Western channels vulnerable to unwittingly amplifying narratives pushed by state-run media outlets like Russia Today. This facilitates authoritarian regimes’ manipulation of the perception of key issues by making it more difficult to distinguish between authentic and false information (Diamond et al. 2016; Maréchal 2017; Richey 2017).

The Western intelligence community has also devoted a great deal of resources to understanding Russia’s disinformation strategy, though their exact methodological approach is, of course, a black box. Using intelligence information collected by the FBI, NSA, and CIA, a recent report from the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (2017) concludes that Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered an influence campaign in 2016, aimed at the U.S. presidential election, designed to undermine public faith in the U.S. democratic process, denigrate Secretary Clinton, and harm her chances of election. They find that Russia’s strategy evolved over the course of the campaign based on Russia’s assessment of Clinton and Trump’s electoral prospects. When Moscow became convinced that Secretary Clinton was likely to win the election, the Russian influence started to focus more on undermining her future presidency. They find that this strategy combined covert intelligence operations—such as cyber activity—with overt efforts by Russian Government agencies, state-funded media outlets like RT, third-party intermediaries, and internet trolls.

Conclusions

Across these literatures, both the depth of qualitative understanding of these actors and the rigor with which their behavior has been empirically examined are quite uneven. For example, while a wealth of ethnographic work paints a very clear picture of the origins,
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motivations, and behaviors of independent trolls, algorithmic approaches to troll-detection are largely lacking, and almost no empirical work has investigated troll behavior systematically on or across internet platforms. By contrast, while researchers have done impressive empirical research on the prevalence and behavior of bots in a variety of electoral contexts, more qualitative, experimental, and mixed-method work is needed to understand how people interact with and perceive bot behavior.

The literature on the producers of disinformation is atomized, and it suffers as a result. Because each of these actors is interacting in a complex media ecosystem, studies that examine the behavior of multiple actors, conduct research across platforms, and integrate online and offline media data sources—a la Faris et al. (2017)—provide us with the most nuanced and policy-relevant understandings of the producers of fake news.\textsuperscript{16} This is especially crucial if we wish to understand the true scope of the role these actors are playing in impacting electoral outcomes or driving political polarization.

\textsuperscript{16} Marwick and Lewis (2017) provide an impressive account of the complex interplay of many of these actors, and future research on this topic will benefit from their groundwork.
Executive summary

This review is divided into three parts. We begin with addressing the primary tactics for spreading disinformation online: censorship; hacking and sharing; the manipulation of search rankings; and the use of bots and trolls to directly share information. In the second section, we summarize the current state of the ever growing literature on what we know about how bots and trolls have been employed in the disinformation sphere, as well as providing a short technical discussion of the current state of bot and troll detection techniques. In the final section, we look at some of the underlying characteristics that make social media platforms inherently susceptible to disinformation campaigns, namely the dependence on ad revenue and the use of optimization algorithms.

Tactics for Spreading Disinformation

There are numerous ways in which disinformation can be spread online. In this section, we consider four tactics: selective censorship; the manipulation of search rankings; hacking and releasing; and directly sharing disinformation on social media platforms.

We begin with selective censorship, which involves removing some content from online platforms, while leaving other forms content alone; King et al. (2013) document this type of activity using Chinese data. To the extent that this curated approach to removing some content serves to privilege disinformation that is not censored, it is a clear tactic for spreading disinformation.

A second tactic is to try to manipulate search algorithms to make certain news stories (or sources of disinformation) more likely to appear, for example, in a Google search. This is not completely dissimilar from normal advertising, as well as spam campaigns (Metaxas 2010). Traditional spamming tactics include keyword stuffing (adding popular keywords to promote websites in search engine rankings); link bombs (using anchor text in links to relate specific search queries with required websites); and creating mutual admiration societies (groups of websites with links pointing to each other).

These techniques have been adopted for the purposes of computational propaganda on social media. In particular, keyword stuffing has been used to make posts with predefined keywords/hashtags to promote specific messages; link bombs have taken the form of
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17 Review prepared by Sergey Sanovich and Denis Stukal, Ph.D Candidates, Department of Politics and Graduate Research Associates, NYU Social Media and Political Participation (SMaPP) lab.

18 One example here would the 2006 Google-bomb that would make Google show results related to George W. Bush for the query “miserable failure.” The mechanics are based on the anchor text in links: One needs to make a link to a webpage related to G.W. Bush and add the anchor text “miserable failure”. Since anchor texts are assumed to be a good description of a webpage, Google would relate that anchor text with the webpage to which the link points.
similar or identical posts pointing to specific websites; mutual admiration societies are groups of accounts that follow and repost/retweet each other. Sanovich et al. (2018), in their analysis of a sample of verified bots in Russian Twitter in 2014–2015, find that about 40% of the accounts tweet news headlines without links to the news story, 40% tweet headlines with a link to the story, and another 10% consist entirely of retweets from other accounts. According to Metaxa-Kakavouli and Torres-Echeverry (2017), during 2016 U.S. presidential and senatorial elections “up to 30% of [...] national candidates had their search results affected by potentially fake or biased content.”

This type of algorithmic manipulation can also take place within social media platforms, for example with trending topics and hashtags on Twitter and Facebook. The degree of manipulation could serve as an independent tool for measuring disinformation campaign success, particularly valuable for people paying for the campaign, but also for its managers (see Sanovich 2017, and a detailed case study by Fedor & Fredheim 2017).

Within social media platforms, related tools include hijacking hashtags, popular users’ mentions, and other venues that serve as focal points for information exchange and action coordination. Such strategies could include cluttering conversations with either counter-messaging delivered in bulk, or even simpler, with some distracting or meaningless content, and could destroy the organizing power of social networks.

A third strategy for disseminating disinformation involves hacking sensitive and/or damaging information (primarily from email accounts) and subsequently selectively leaking the information—in either its real form or following manipulation of the hacked materials—so as to damage the targets of disinformation campaigns. By far the most famous example of this type of operation is the alleged hacking of the email accounts of the Democratic National Committee and Hillary Clinton’s campaign chairman John Podesta, and the subsequent use of an army of trolls and bots to spread damaging information related (or supposedly related) to these emails, in an effort to impact the 2016 U.S. presidential election. It is not as widely known that the Russian government was following the same playbook in regard to its domestic opposition for at least a decade (Sanovich 2017).

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, disinformation campaigns can be conducted by directly introducing disinformation onto social media platforms and then helping to spread that disinformation.

In the previous chapter of this report (Review C), we introduced readers to bots and paid trolls, both of which are categories of actors that can play important roles in manipulating search rankings, sharing hacked information, and directly introducing and sharing disinformation on social media platforms. We therefore turn in the next section specifically to summarizing the existing literature on the role played by bots and trolls in disinformation campaigns. Before doing so, however, it is important to note that there are other potentially important actors in this regard that have not received as much attention in the academic literature. These include influential bloggers, recruited for the campaign in exchange for substantive monetary compensation (which is often set above market rate for
advertisement and product placement); and activists and/or government officials who don’t get paid directly for participation in the campaign, but belong to the political machine behind it. Finally, a campaign could also benefit from the involvement of the ordinary users, who are mobilized by the people in the above categories to support the same cause on a volunteer basis.

**Bots and Trolls: Scale of Activity and Impact**

The use of bots and trolls in disinformation campaigns around the globe is by now well-documented. Bessi and Ferrara (2016) identified 400,000 bots responsible for posting about 3.8 million tweets during the last month of 2016 U.S. presidential elections. This constituted about one-fifth of the total volume of online conversations they had collected. Shao et al. (2017) expose the role of bots in spreading fake news, especially at the early stages of the dissemination. They also note that “humans are vulnerable to this manipulation, retweeting bots who post false news bots.” Reports from, among others, NBC News, *WIRED*, *Wall Street Journal*, and CNN, give ample qualitative evidence of bot and troll activity, including setting up Facebook groups; attempting to organize offline events; and spreading highly explosive and divisive messages on racial relations, gun and abortion rights, etc.

Beyond the 2016 U.S. presidential election, Russian online disinformation operations were, at least allegedly, uncovered during other electoral campaigns in the United States as well as in the post-election period. This includes the German (Applebaum et al 2017); and
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19 Estimates of the total number of bots on Twitter vary a lot. The official Twitter estimates released in 2016 claim that around 8.5% of Twitter users are bots. Varol et al. (2017) estimate that between 9% and 15% of active Twitter accounts are bots. Wei et al. (2015), on the other hand, estimated that 50% of the Twitter accounts created in 2014 were bots. But for the purposes of this review, only political bots are of relevance and they, ideally, need to be measured against the total volume of political discussion. As we edit the final version of this report, yet another attempt has been made by Twitter to remove bots following the tragic Parkland, Florida, school shooting and the subsequent online #crisisactors disinformation campaign being waged against students from Stoneham Douglas High School. See Sacks, Brianna. February 21, 2018. “Nope, The Florida School Shooting Survivors Demanding Gun Control Are Not Crisis Actors.” *BuzzFeed*. https://www.buzzfeed.com/briannasacks/nope-the-florida-school-shooting-survivors-demanding-gun; Ashley O’Brien, Sara. February 21, 2018. “Twitter is trying to crack down on spam bots.” *CNN Money*. http://money.cnn.com/2018/02/21/technology/twitter-lockout/index.html.


British\textsuperscript{22} (Gorodnichenko et al. 2017) elections, and the Catalanian\textsuperscript{23} referenda. Bots detected during the so-called \textit{MacronLeaks} hoax immediately before the French presidential elections in 2017 (Ferrara 2017) were variously attributed to both Russian and American supporters of Macron’s main opponent Marine Le Pen.\textsuperscript{24} In addition, NATO conducted a study of Twitter discussions regarding its presence in Baltic countries and Poland (Fredheim 2017). They claim that 70\% of accounts tweeting in Russian during five months in 2017 appeared to be automated (as opposed to 28\% for accounts tweeting in English, see Fredheim 2017).

Studies of Russian domestic politics, as well as its conflicts with neighbors, reveal no less evidence of active deployment of bots and trolls for propaganda purposes. Stukal et al. (2017) demonstrate that between February 2014 and December 2015 (an especially consequential period in Russian politics that included the annexation of Crimea and Russian involvement in the conflict in Eastern Ukraine), on the majority of days, the proportion of tweets in their collection (tweets from primarily Russian language accounts, selected based on keywords related to Russian politics, meeting a minimum threshold of activity) produced by bots exceeded 50\% of the total volume of tweets in the collection. Ananyev and Sobolev (2017) provide causal evidence of confirmed Russian government trolls being able to change the direction of conversations on the LiveJournal blogging platform that was popular in Russia in the 2000s and early 2010s. Labzina (2017) shows that Russian astroturfing extended even to Wikipedia, where trolls from the infamous Russian “troll factory” \textit{Internet Research Agency} (identified by IP geographic location)\textsuperscript{25} made contributions to Wikipedia articles in support of the Russian government's political positions and historical narratives.

China is another major actor whose online activity, including bots and trolls, is actively investigated by researchers. King et al. (2017) show how the Chinese “50-centers” are used to provide a positive distraction from discussions of any controversial issues. Miller (2017) shows that as much as 15\% of all comments made on 19 popular news websites in China are made by government astroturfers. Tsay (2017) shows how Chinese government astroturfing works in practice, using data about official police accounts on Sina Weibo.

While China and Russia are the focus of the bulk of research so far, there is also research on

\begin{itemize}
  \item Politi, Daniel. May 6, 2017. “American Alt-Right and Twitter Bots Are Key to Spreading French Election Hack.” \textit{Slate}. \url{http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/05/06/american_alt_right_and_twitter_bots_are_key_to_spreading_french_election.html}.
\end{itemize}
bot activity in Japan and South Korea (Schäfer et al. 2017; Keller et al. 2017) and the impact of suspended Twitter accounts (at least part of which, presumably, were bots) on Arabic Twitter during the Arab Spring (Wei et al. 2015). In the Japanese and Korean cases, bots were operating on behalf of the incumbents (the same leader in Japan, and the same party in Korea where the previous leader was term-limited) at a time when they were facing competitive reelection campaigns. In the Japanese case bots were likely operated privately by political allies of the incumbent; in Korea they were operated as part of a secret intelligence operation intended to ensure the incumbent party’s candidate reelection. Keller et al. (2017) find a very limited impact for bots on human accounts’ behavior, while Wei et al. (2015) show that suspended Twitter accounts had a substantial effect on hashtag rankings during the Arab Spring, although this had little effect on the distribution of topics.

Micro-level evidence so far is more consistent in finding a significant impact of bots and trolls on individual human users’ perception and behavior. One important finding in that direction is that human users do not necessarily have less trust in bot accounts than in human ones. Edwards et al. (2014) conducted an experiment that involved two groups of students inspecting identical Centers for Disease Control Twitter pages that differed only in that one stated explicitly that it was a CDC Twitter bot, whereas the other said that it was a CDC researcher. The participants then responded to a number of questions measuring their perception of the credibility, interpersonal attraction, and communication competence of the inspected accounts. The study found statistically significant differences in social and task attraction, but not in credibility and competence. This, however, was arguably not an instance when respondents would have expected the bot to be engaged in providing disinformation.

Further research is required to find the extent to which these results generalize to other types of Twitter bots (in particular, those that try to hide their non-human nature) and across substantive domains (including politics).

The need for further research on the human perception of bots in different substantive domains is partly justified by scholarly findings that show differing human abilities to identify bots in different spheres. Everett et al. (2016) mixed a large number of Reddit comments written by humans with automatically generated texts from a second-order Hidden Markov Model on five different topics (including science and adult topics) and different crowd sentiment.26 They then recruited two panels of coders (three cybersecurity researchers and three typical internet users who browse social media on a daily basis) and asked them to label comments as written by humans or bots. They found that 30%–40% of automatic texts on factual topics deceive ordinary internet users (and 15%–25% deceive even experts), whereas this percentage goes up to 60% for non-factual (entertainment, adult) topics (30% with experts). They also find that texts that are disliked by the crowd have a higher deception rate (from 10% to 15% higher versus texts that are liked or rated as neutral) for both ordinary users and experts. These findings indicate that anti-
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*26 Reddit users can rate comments by assigning likes and dislikes whose sum produces a comment score. The authors categorize Reddit comments as positive (positive score), neutral (zero score), and negative (negative score). They also randomly assign scores to artificially generated texts.*
democratic computational propaganda in democratic countries has the potential to be harder to detect due to perceptual biases in both the general public and the expert community to view disagreement with the dominant viewpoint as a sign of human activity.

Technical Discussion: Can We Find Bots?

In order to study bot activity, of course, there is the prior, non-trivial, task of actually being able to find and identify bots. In this section, we briefly summarize these methods; readers should note that we include some highly technical language here for those who are interested.

Scholars have developed a number of bot-detection systems (Ferrara et al. 2016). Most of these are designed for use with Twitter data, which is in part a function of the importance of Twitter for political communication, but in the equal part is an artifact of its easy-to-use API (Application Program Interface), which makes it possible to access tweets, their metadata, and their related network data (although the latter is a computationally intensive process without access to the Twitter firehose).

As this research started only recently, there is a large degree of variety in the methods employed. Both supervised and unsupervised learning is utilized. Text and non-text features are used in detection. Some systems rely primarily on network data, others try to use linguistic tools to analyze the contents of the tweets, and still others capitalize on account behavior and other non-text features. Moreover, some systems are trying to do real-time classification, while others create algorithms for classifying data that was previously stored and is ready for processing.

Examples of unsupervised bot detection algorithms include DNA research-inspired sequence methods (Cresci et al. 2016) and applications of Dynamic Time Warping distance to identify coordination in accounts’ activities (Chavoshi et al. 2016). Supervised methods build upon a plethora of algorithms including penalized generalized linear models, classification trees, support vector machines, boosting methods, etc. (Stukal et al. 2017; Ratkiewicz et al. 2011a; Chu et al. 2012; Oentaryo et al. 2016). Examples of real-time systems are Botometer (formerly, BotOrNot, Davis et al. 2016), Hoaxy (Shao et al. 2016), TwitterTrails (Finn et al. 2014), RumorLens (Resnick et al. 2014), TweetCred (Castillo et al. 2011), and Truthy (Ratkiewicz et al. 2011b). There are also systems of more generic use developed in the field of computational journalism, including FactWatcher (Hassan et al. 2014).

Most of these systems have been applied to one or a few datasets and, in most cases, they were purposefully designed for those datasets. Expectedly they usually demonstrate relatively high precision and recall. Assessing how these systems perform on new data and in answering different kinds of research questions (especially going beyond bot detection and instead focusing on analyses of bots’ interactions with humans, impact, and strategy), and creating synthetic methods with wider applicability, are the next logical steps in this line of research.

However, such future systems will face a number of important challenges. The first, both
from a theoretical and empirical standpoint, is the lifespan of any given method, given that bots also change and grow in sophistication. Stukal et al. (2017) in a preliminary analysis demonstrate that their classifier loses about 20% of its precision if a training set from one year is applied to data from the following year, even in the same country. However, more systematic research is needed to shed light on this issue.

Secondly, despite the relative ease of accessing data, bot detection on Twitter is not a trivial computational task, partly because the automation of the Twitter feed makes it harder to separate legitimate human users who choose to use some automatic functionality from a fake account operated by a bot (Chu et al. 2012; Radziwill & Benton 2016). There is a consensus in the literature that this problem will only deepen with hybridization between humans and algorithms (Grimme et al. 2017).

Finally, computational propaganda and the dynamics of misinformation on social media so far have mostly been studied with respect to Twitter because of its easy-to-use API. In order for similar research to spread, for example, to Facebook, the research community will likely need a more open Facebook API. Indeed, changes in privacy policies implemented by social media platforms may be needed to give scholars enough information to detect and address bots in real time.

Platforms’ Vulnerability to Disinformation

Before closing, we want to highlight two issues that make social media platforms particularly vulnerable to disinformation campaigns.

The first is a business model focused on ad revenue. History suggests that in absence of specific government regulations concerning who can and cannot advertise, companies will chase the revenue. For example, ahead of the 2016 U.S. presidential elections, Twitter reportedly offered the Russian state-supported media network RT 15% of its advertising for $3 million, and Facebook demonstrated little interest in screening advertisers on its platform, allowing ads to be paid for in Russian rubles. Anecdotal evidence suggests that platforms located in Russia took a very different approach to monitoring political advertisements.


29 One of the authors of this review had an experience of trying to run political ads on Facebook, Google, Yandex (“Russian Google”), VK, and Odnoklassniki (the last two could be both called “Russian Facebooks”) in 2015. Notably, the attempt to place ads was part of a political science experiment in Belarus—a country that is “foreign” for both American and Russian companies (Belarus is a close ally of Russia, but Russian companies appeared to have the same set of rules for all foreign countries). Facebook and Google ran all the requested ads, including featuring pictures of country political leaders and headlines critical of them. Yandex also ran the ads, but some pictures, including one with political prisoners on it, were rejected. Odnoklassniki
By contrast, registration requirements depend more on the business and content model adopted by the platform, and thus are not an “inherent” vulnerability. While most social media platforms adopt special registration procedures (CAPTCHA, email credentials, IP address requirements) designed to prevent the creation of fake accounts, they differ in the amount of information and kind of verification they seek from users. Early on, Facebook incentivized users to reveal their real name, location, educational background, and other biographical information, and instituted strict verification procedures. Twitter, on the other hand, encouraged tweeting under a nickname and required only minimal information about its users. These differences are reflected in the cost of followers that are available for purchase on the online black markets. Paquet-Clouston et al. (2017) claim that the average price for 1,000 followers is $15 on Twitter, $16 on Instagram, $34 on Facebook, and $49 on YouTube. (Earlier research by Thomas et al. [2013] found that the price for 1,000 Twitter accounts ranged between $20 and $100, and that merchants have raised hundreds of thousands of dollars selling them.)

To satisfy the demand for accounts and followers, online merchants use both technical and non-technical means of getting around registration barriers and requirements. Thomas et al. (2013) show that merchants on the black market own or rent access to thousands of different hosts to get around the restrictions on IP addresses. Additionally, Paquet-Clouston et al. (2017) show that creators of bot accounts can efficiently pass phone verification when creating fake accounts using Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services. Sometimes accounts are bought and/or used much later than when they were created. A non-trivial number of bots tweeting about Russian politics in 2014–15, which were identified by Stukal et al. (2017), were created in the early 2010s and even late 2000s. Since accounts of real people could carry higher trustworthiness and reach a wider audience, merchants often seek to rent or buy real people’s Twitter and Facebook accounts. The Russian Embassy in London has even created “Russian Diplomatic Online Club,” whose members sign up for automatically retweeting ambassadors’ tweets.

A second important factor for platforms’ vulnerability to disinformation campaigns is their optimization algorithms. Optimized for engagement (number of comments, shares, likes, etc.), they often help in spreading disinformation packaged in emotional news stories with sensational headlines. In a widely publicized analysis, Buzzfeed found that in the last three months ahead of 2016 U.S. presidential election, 20 top-performing fake news stories generated 8.7 million shares, reactions, and comments, while 20 top-performing stories from reputable news outlets generated a total of only 7.3 million shares, reactions, and

refused to run any ads as they completely prohibit political advertisement. VK also rejected all but the most tepid ads (featuring economic news, not political slogans) and explicitly stated that anything “critical of politicians, their political activity, or governance” is strictly prohibited. It also has a specific policy that photographs of famous people could be used only if these people provide written consent. It applies to public officials, including political leaders of the country, effectively barring anyone but their own campaigns from using their photographs in ads. They also bar using country flags in ads.

30 Subscribers in the case of YouTube.

comments (Silverman 2016). In a similar analysis ahead of the 2017 German parliamentary elections, Buzzfeed found that seven out of the ten most shared articles about Angela Merkel on Facebook were false (Schmehl & Lytvynenko 2017).

Another tactic is to produce a catchy fake image (typically, a photo) that would be actively reposted in social media. Gupta et al. (2013) studied more than ten thousand tweets with URLs to fake images and found that 86% of them were retweets, whereas only about 14% of users involved in the dissemination of misinformation posted the original tweets. Additionally, the detection of fake images on Twitter and Facebook is complicated by the fact that both platforms remove Exif metadata (date, time, and location of image production, device model, and copyright information) from the posted images, whereas this metadata is the basis of most of the forensic techniques in the cases of digital images (Boididou et al. 2017; Huckle & White 2017).

While many, including the online platforms themselves, acknowledge the problem of their algorithms amplifying fake news, no consensus has emerged yet on an optimization criterion other than engagement. In fact, the most widely discussed proposal—to flag suspected fake news stories or, even more radically, filter them out—alters the universe of stories user can potentially engage with, rather than creating a different metric for engagement. Even this strategy, however, faces a number of very significant challenges.

Firstly, the quality of verification, whether manual or automated, could suffer from both unintentional errors and systematic bias, removing legitimate content and letting slip deceptive content. Manual verification by editors and professional fact-checkers could easily lead to perceived or real censorship. In Sina Weibo, users are encouraged to report suspicious news, and a committee composed of reputable users is supposed to judge the case (Jin et al. 2014; Jin et al. 2016), creating an obvious avenue for censorship. Facebook attempted to curate newsfeed of its users, which quickly lead to the accusations of anti-conservative bias.

However, crowdsourcing or automated approaches have not been able to boast a better track record so far. Facebook has been accused of blocking legitimate accounts after an organized mob reports it as offensive for political reasons. Similarly, the methodology
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32 “Exchangeable image file format” (Exif): "standard that specifies the formats for images, sound, and ancillary tags used by digital cameras (including smartphones), scanners and other systems handling image and sound files recorded by digital cameras." (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exif)


36 Among many others, the organizer of a feminist flashmob in Ukrainian Twitter was temporarily blocked: http://gordonua.com/news/society/facebook-zablokiroval-akkaunt-organizatora-fleshmobova-vaneboyusskazati-melnichenko-140855.html.
employed to detect deception on Sina Weibo was based on applying topic-viewpoint modeling (Trabelsi & Zaiane 2014) and treated as suspicious news that produces conflicting reactions. Although this approach has potential in detecting deception about some facts, it has serious drawbacks when applied to politics, where we expect the discussion of matters of political debate to feature multiple conflicting viewpoints. An additional layer of complexity comes with applying traditional deception detection techniques to social. Previous research has shown that one of the features that distinguish deceptive texts from truthful ones is its verbosity (Zhou & Zhang 2008). However, the limit on the length of tweets set by Twitter makes them a very special form of writing that is hard to analyze with deception detection algorithms (for a review, see Rubin 2017).

However, even if verification is done and delivered to potential readers, research shows they are not bound to accept the judgment and reject fake news. Indeed, models developed so far predict that even if users want to share only truthful news, fake news articles can “attain ‘truthful news status’ and [...] propagate in perpetuity” (Papanastasiou 2017). Empirical evidence, both at the macro- and micro-level, is mixed, but includes cases when attaching flags and warnings had minimal (Pennycook & Rand 2017) to no effect (Vargo et al. 2017), with heterogeneous effects across demographic and partisan groups, including those for whom the effect was the opposite—i.e. the warning backfired. In addition, Pennycook and Rand (2017) document a potentially worrisome “implied truth effect,” where articles without warnings were “seen as more accurate than in the control,”

Finally, as disinformation campaigns that rely on trolls and, especially, on bots require centralized coordination of a very large number of accounts, platforms that allow—for perfectly legitimate advertising purposes—integration with third-party social media management dashboards end up significantly reducing the costs and increasing efficiency of botnets and troll factories. For example, Stukal et al. (2017) find that using dlvr.it (previously, twitterfeed) was a very strong predictor of bots in a large dataset of tweets about Russian politics (see also Radziwill & Benton 2016).
E. Online Content and Political Polarization

Executive Summary

This review is organized around six thematic areas: partisan cues, group cues, emotional cues, exposure and recency, virality, and audiovisual content. The main findings emerging from this review are as follows. (1) The prevailing consensus in political science is that elite behavior, rather than communication, is driving political polarization. That being said, messages that emphasize inter-party conflict reinforce polarization, while messages that stress intra-party conflict have the potential to reduce it. Partisan cues can also encourage partisans to accept and propagate inaccurate information. (2) Messages priming group cues and stereotypes can facilitate acceptance of inaccurate information about the out-group. (3) Emotions are important: Anger makes people less likely to distrust inaccurate information that supports their views, and more likely to distribute it; anxiety can have the opposite effect, prompting individuals to pursue accuracy rather than directional goals. (4) The volume and recency of disinformation matter: People are more likely to be affected by inaccurate information if they see more and more recent messages reporting facts, irrespective of whether they are true. (5) Viral mass-scale diffusion of messages is relatively rare. Information achieving mass spread usually relies on central broadcasters in a network and/or amplification by the mass media. Communities of belief, such as conspiracy theorists, are important in generating the kind of sustained attention that is needed for false information to travel. Content that is highly controversial is more likely to be shared by social media users. (6) There is reason to believe that audiovisual messages can be both more persuasive and more easily spread than textual messages, but we do not know nearly enough about these dynamics—most research to date has focused on textual rather than visual and audiovisual misinformation.

Partisan Cues

Partisan cues in news coverage of politics have been found to contribute to polarization by increasing the salience of partisan attitudes. Partisan media has been studied extensively in this regard. Levendusky (2013) argues that by presenting politics as a struggle between irreconcilably opposed parties, partisan media make audiences’ partisan identities more salient, thus contributing to both cognitive and affective polarization (see also Stroud 2011). Relatedly, Garrett et al. (2016) show that exposure to ideologically slanted websites is positively associated with holding inaccurate beliefs on politically relevant issues even if individuals are aware of the correct facts contradicting such beliefs.38

37 Review prepared by Cristian Vaccari, Reader in Political Communication, Loughborough University, United Kingdom, and Associate Professor of Political Science, University of Bologna, Italy.
38 Although see Review F (below), as well https://slate.com/health-and-science/2018/01/weve-been-told-were-living-in-a-post-truth-age-dont-believe-it.html, for discussions about new evidence (and reanalysis of old evidence) suggesting that it may be easier to change people’s opinions than previously believed.
Mainstream news coverage, however, can have similar polarizing effects. In a review of research on this topic, Arcenaux and Johnson (2015) argue that news stories generally report where parties stand on issues, and if party elites’ issue stances are polarized, news coverage is bound to reflect this, regardless of whether the news outlet producing it is partisan or mainstream. To the extent that voters take cues from elites, “party elites may bear more of the responsibility for the polarized state of the country. News media, including mainstream and partisan outlets, are megaphones more than motivators of partisan polarization” (Arcenaux & Johnson 2015, pp. 322-3). In this regard, the mainstream news practice of giving voice to both sides of a controversy may make it even clearer to viewers that elites are starkly divided across party lines (see also Prior 2013).

Relatedly, Garrett and colleagues find that engaging with both pro- and counter-attitudinal websites was positively associated with in-group favorability more strongly than exclusive exposure to pro-attitudinal websites, while engagement with counter-attitudinal websites was negatively associated with in-group favorability (Garrett et al. 2014). In other words, users who hear both their side and the other side tend to be even more convinced of the validity of their own views than those who only get news from sources confirming their opinions.

In politicized environments, different message cues can help prime directional goals (achieving attitude consistency even in the face of ambiguous or attitude-disconfirming information) or accuracy goals (developing beliefs based on information one believes to be true).

In an experiment, Druckman et al. (2013) manipulated the kinds of arguments subjects were exposed to (distinguishing between weak and strong arguments) as well as information on the level of polarization on the issue among Republicans and Democrats in Congress. When subjects were not told that elites were polarized, they changed their attitudes toward the stronger argument they had been shown. When subjects were told that elites were moderately polarized on an issue, they still followed the stronger arguments when they were exposed to them, but when they saw weaker arguments they tended to revert to their parties’ position. Finally, when subjects were told that elites were deeply divided on the issue, they tended to change their attitudes consistently with what they were told their party argued, irrespective of the strength of the argument—i.e., even if they had been exposed to a stronger argument from the out-party. Relatedly, Brulle et al. (2012) find that U.S. public opinion on the threat of climate change was moved more by elite cues—in particular, Congressional Republicans’ opposition to climate change bills—than by media coverage, which by and large mirrored those cues while also presenting Democrats’ position.

Partisan cues also play an important role in voters’ likelihood of believing in rumors. Weeks and Garrett (2014) find that “exposure to rumors about the candidates is positively related to belief [in said rumors] for members of both parties, but the relationship is significantly stronger when the rumor is attitude-consistent” (p. 409). Partisanship, however, is also important in the opposite scenario, when the source and the content of the message contradict voters’ expectations. In those infrequent situations, messages are more credible than in more ordinary situations when partisan elites behave as voters normally
expect them to. Thus, Berinsky (2017) demonstrates that rumors are more effectively corrected by “unlikely sources”—that is, people who argue against their personal and political interests—than by sources who can be expected to be opposed to the content and political implications of the rumor. Republican politicians’ corrections to the false “death panel” rumor in the debate about the Affordable Care Act were more effective than non-partisan and Democratic politicians’ corrections. Similarly, Baum and Groeling (2009) find that news coverage of “costly” internal party disputes and elites’ positions that run counter their parties’ interests (as when partisan elites criticize their fellow partisans or praise members of the other party) is more credible than “cheap talk” that shows elites toeing the party line. Moreover, such “trespassing” messages are more credible when they appear on news outlets that normally support the opposite positions.

Some message cues can prime audiences to resist politicization of scientific messages and respond to factually accurate information even when it contradicts their partisan preferences. In a survey experiment, Bolsen and Druckman (2015) found that subjects tend to disbelieve scientific evidence when it is presented as subject to partisan disputes, but when subjects are warned that scientific consensus is overwhelming, even in the face of partisan disputes, accuracy goals prevail over directional ones.

Uncivil messages have been found to lower perceptions of the legitimacy of the opposition’s, but not one’s own party’s, arguments, thus augmenting affective polarization. In an experimental study of television talk shows featuring uncivil discussions between politicians and commentators, Mutz (2007) found that uncivil discourse led to viewers’ acquiring greater awareness of both their own and the opposition party’s positions, but also worsened subjects’ evaluations of the opposition and perceptions of the legitimacy of their arguments. To the extent that partisan and misinforming online discourse is often uncivil itself, or accompanied by uncivil comments by other social media users, it is conceivable that similar effects may arise online, even though research is needed to verify whether Mutz’s findings from television extend to digital media.

In sum, messages that emphasize partisan divides can increase polarization, regardless of the partisanship of the source and the audience watching it. By contrast, messages that emphasize intra-party disagreement can reduce polarization, and this may be especially the case when the sources of these messages normally take contrary stands. Finally, messages that warn audiences that, in spite of political divisions, scientific consensus is widespread have the potential to induce accuracy goals.

**Group Cues**

Negative attitudes toward groups are an important component of polarization, in both its cognitive and affective dimensions. Negative perceptions of certain groups may also enhance belief in false information about those groups. As argued by Kosloff and colleagues (2010), “When persons are viewed as distinctly different, negative labeling can be accomplished smoothly because there is little harm in attributing all manner of bad characteristics to ‘them’” (p. 384). Simply reminding subjects of the groups they belong to might enhance their likelihood of accepting false information about out-group members,
even if the identity of such out-group has not been made explicit. Thus, Kosloff et al. (2010) find that making age salient increased undecided voters’ likelihood to believe the smear that John McCain was senile during the 2008 presidential campaign, while making race salient increased undecideds’ propensity to believe the smear that Barack Obama was Muslim. Priming these group cues also increased partisans’ likelihood to believe those smears, but only along party lines, with Republicans more likely to believe Obama was Muslim and Democrats that McCain was senile. Moreover, priming race also increased both Republicans’ and undecideds’ propensity to believe Obama was a socialist—a kind of disinformation not directly related to the (racial) group cue primed by researchers. This suggests that out-group cues may elicit negative political beliefs and facilitate manipulation around seemingly unrelated issues.

One way to counteract polarization and belief in inaccurate information that primes negative group attributions is to develop messages that can improve negative attitudes toward out-groups. In a series of experiments, Wojcieszak and her collaborators tested how different message features can improve respondents’ evaluations of groups they dislike. In a U.S.-based study, Wojcieszak and Kim (2016) show that counter-attitudinal messages based on narratives emphasizing personal stories and experiences are more likely to be accepted by subjects than messages based on numbers (both generalizable statistics and specific data points). Narrative messages are more effective when subjects are encouraged to empathize with the out-group members, whereas messages based on numbers are more likely to provoke attitude change when subjects are encouraged to evaluate the issues objectively in a detached way. According to Galinsky and Moskowitz (2000), when individuals are prompted to take the perspective of out-group members, they become less likely to resort to stereotypes to describe them, and tend to be less biased in their views of in-group and out-group members. This may explain why narrative messages may improve attitudes toward out-group members by encouraging subjects to take the perspective of those people. In a study on Muslim immigrants to the Netherlands, Wojcieszak et al. (2017a) find that Dutch-born, second-generation migrants are more likely to change their minds on gender equality, sexual minority rights, and secularism in public life when they are exposed to narrative messages, while first-generation migrants are more likely to respond to numbers-based messages. They interpret these differences as the result of different cultural orientations, as more Westernized second-generation immigrants are more likely to espouse individual-centered narratives, while first-generation immigrants are more comfortable adopting the kind of holistic thinking that statistical evidence encourages.

Citizens also encounter important cues on out-groups via the mass media. Because people tend to gravitate around other people that resemble them socially, ethnically, and culturally, the mass media often provide the only source of information on more distant groups (Mutz & Goldman 2010). Wojcieszak and Azrout (2016) find that Dutch voters who were exposed to media coverage of Muslim and Polish immigrants developed more positive views of them—measured as social distance and perception of threat from the out-group. The effect was stronger when media coverage was positive, and worked above and beyond whether subjects also experienced face-to-face contact with the out-group. They also noted that mediated contact with immigrants in the context of crime stories increased social
distance and perceived threat, while seeing migrants featured in news about culture decreased those negative attitudes (p. 1053).

Group cues are thus important in eliciting partisan directional goals, which also leave subjects more exposed to the threat of disinformation by making attitude-congruent rumors more believable. Strategies are available to reduce negative attributions of out-groups, which may be a more viable route to reducing the negative impact of group cues than attempting to suppress group cues from political communication.

Emotional Cues

The emotions felt by audiences while they are exposed to a message play an important role in enhancing the message’s credibility. In an experimental study, Weeks (2015) finds that “Anger encourages partisan, motivated evaluation of uncorrected misinformation that results in beliefs consistent with the supported political party, while anxiety at times promotes initial beliefs based less on partisanship and more on the information environment” (p. 699). Thus, messages eliciting anger are more likely to increase the salience of partisan cues and activate directional goals, while messages eliciting anxiety are more likely to activate accuracy goals where ascertaining the truth matters more than reaffirming one’s partisan identity. Emotional arousal has also been found to increase social diffusion of information (Berger 2011), which suggests that emotionally charged messages have a higher probability to of becoming viral. Based on experiments, Heath et al. (2001) find that individuals are more likely to pass along urban legends that evoke feelings of disgust. Hasell and Weeks (2016) analyze panel survey data and find that respondents who used pro-attitudinal partisan news reported higher levels of anger toward the opposing party and that such anger was positively associated with subsequently sharing news on social media.

Emotions also contribute to the indirect spread of information via social media. Bail (2016) tracked the numbers of users who saw messages posted on Facebook by advocacy organizations around autism spectrum disorders. He found that when these posts had emotional features, they evoked emotional comments from those who followed the organizations on Facebook, and that these emotional comments, in turn, attracted “viral views,” i.e., views of the message by other users who are friends or followers of the commenter, but not of the advocacy organizations. This was true for both positive and negative emotions. This is an important mechanism because it entails messages’ ability to spread beyond self-selection by social media users. Relatedly, Brady et al. (2017) find that including “moral-emotional” words in tweets on three political polarizing issues (gun control, same-sex marriage, and climate change) made these messages significantly more likely to be shared on Twitter.

While public discourse around emotions in politics tends to equate emotions with lack of thinking and generally negative outcomes, political science research suggests a more nuanced picture where some emotional states (anxiety) yield cognitive benefits and may lead social media users to be more considerate about what they view and share, while other emotional states (anger) tend to enhance directional goals and facilitate polarization.
and the spread of misinformation. Whether and how specific messages elicit these different emotional states is an area ripe for future research.

**Exposure and Recency**

Some research suggests that simple exposure to false information can make it more credible. This is because repetition increases processing fluency, which in turn is used as a heuristic to infer accuracy. Berinsky (2017) finds that fluency is a powerful factor in increasing recall and belief in rumors, and that some corrections, by increasing fluency, may enhance rather than reduce false beliefs. Pennycook et al. (2017) show that experimental subjects who saw false news headlines more than once were significantly more likely to treat them as accurate than those who saw them for the first time. These effects persisted even if subjects had received a preliminary warning that the news they were exposed to were disputed, and remained visible in a follow-up study one week later.

Exposure to news coverage about a topic may also polarize audiences irrespective of the tone. Wojcieszak et al. (2017b) find that exposure to news coverage on the European Union polarized citizens in the Netherlands who held the most extreme, both pro- and anti-E.U., positions. The effect of news coverage was stronger on the diffuse dimensions of E.U. attitudes (i.e., identity and negative affections) than the specific dimensions (i.e., utility and performance).

Recency of messages can also play a role. In another experiment based on a student sample, Westerman et al. (2014) found that subjects exposed to different Twitter feeds were more likely to trust those that were more recently updated. Recency prompted subjects to engage in higher levels of cognitive elaboration of the messages, which in turn was positively associated with the credibility attributed to the source.

These results suggest that frequent repetition of false or polarizing information can achieve greater effects, all else being equal, by both increasing fluency among those that encounter messages multiple times and looking more up-to-date to those that encounter them for the first time.

**Virality**

As a premise, it is important to realize that virality, understood as growth in the diffusion of a message through person-to-person contacts similar to the spread of a disease, is not the most common mechanism by which information spreads in online networks. Goel and colleagues analyzed a billion diffusion events on Twitter and found that the main reason messages spread is that they are shared by “broadcasters,” or users who have large audiences, while the “viral” model, where messages achieve mass diffusion via large numbers of individual peer-to-peer transmissions, is less common (Goel et al. 2015). Jiang et al. (2014) found one of the characteristics that predict the popularity of an online video is the popularity of the user who posted it, rather than the time when it was posted—many viral videos have duplicates posted by different users, and the most popular video is not necessarily the first that was uploaded if its uploader was not particularly popular.
Research by Rojecki and Meraz (2016) finds that the web is not always sufficient to propagate misinformation at mass scale, but it can be aided by the mass media, so online sources can have an important role in seeding false stories that go viral only after they have been covered by the mass media.

Virality is easier to achieve at the beginning of a high-profile event or crisis, when many people are paying attention, but trusted authorities (police, scientists, journalists) have not yet provided an authoritative narrative to explain the situation and recommend specific courses of action. In an information and knowledge vacuum, rumors quickly fill the void. One widely accepted definition of rumors emphasizes the role of event-related uncertainty for their spread: “unverified and instrumentally relevant information statements in circulation that arise in contexts of ambiguity, danger, or potential threat and that function to help people make sense and manage risk” (DiFonzo & Bordia 2007; cited in Silverman 2015). This is why misinformation spreads easily in the early stages of disease epidemics, when people feel the need for explanations of new and unknown phenomena.

Both true and false information is propagated online via informational cascades whereby individuals share messages in a way that makes diffusion grow exponentially until it reaches a peak. Cascades on social media normally involve groups of like-minded users, or at least users who gravitate around the same social media profiles, but can also involve cross-cutting ties between individuals who are only loosely connected to each other (Colleoni et al. 2014). Del Vicario and colleagues (2016) find that news about scientific discoveries and conspiracy theories follow similar paths, whereby diffusion peaks relatively early (within the first two hours after the information was originally seeded) and then declines rapidly. However, “Science news is usually assimilated, i.e., it reaches a higher level of diffusion quickly, and a longer lifetime does not correspond to a higher level of interest. Conversely, conspiracy rumors are assimilated more slowly and show a positive relation between lifetime and size” (p. 556). In other words, conspiracy theories require sustained attention and distribution by their supporters to reach critical mass, while scientific information does not.

Understanding the groups of social media users that can generate this kind of sustained attention and diffusion thus becomes important. Believers in and propagators of misinformation tend to focus on specific topics. Bessi et al. (2015) find that Italian supporters of conspiracy theories on Facebook concentrate their social media activities on four thematic areas—environment, diet, health, and geopolitics—and that most members of conspiracy communities engage at similar levels with posts related to all four topics. Better understanding the topics around which conspiracy theorists congregate in different countries (and regions) may help predict which kinds of content are more likely to go viral on social media, as messages focusing on conspiracy theorists’ preferred topics can count on a willing army of supporters and spreaders.

Research on the factors that lead polarizing or disinformation messages to go viral is still lacking, but we can rely on some experimental research on the factors that facilitate the sharing of a message irrespective of its truthfulness or polarizing nature. Evidence suggests messages whose content stands out from the normal flow of information are more likely to
be circulated. Rudat et al. (2014) find that Twitter users are more likely to share messages that contain high informational value factors like controversy, relevance, or unexpectedness—values that also increase the likelihood that a story is covered by news organizations. Content that is outrageous and counterintuitive is thus more likely to be shared, if believed. In a survey on Twitter users who shared tabloid news during the 2017 U.K. general election, Chadwick et al. (2017) found that users who were motivated by the desire to debate—to find out other people’s opinions and provoke discussions—and those aiming to provoke others—by entertaining, pleasing, or upsetting them—were significantly more likely to admit sharing news that was inaccurate or exaggerated. A survey of Singapore university students by Chen et al. (2015) similarly reveals that catchiness and the ability to spark conversations were key motivators for news sharing on social media.

Social endorsements are also important. Metzger et al. (2010) find that internet users rely heavily on the “endorsement heuristic,” whereby “people are inclined to perceive information and sources as credible if others do so also, without much scrutiny of the site content or source itself” (p. 427). Li and Sakamoto (2014) find that exposing people to information about how likely other users are to share a message positively influences subjects’ intention to share that message themselves. Importantly, subjects followed these endorsement cues to the same extent irrespective of whether they perceived the statement they were presented to be true, debatable, or false. By contrast, when subjects were not exposed to endorsement cues, they were less likely to share statements they thought were false. This suggests that social endorsement cues (such as numbers of likes and retweets) may enhance the credibility of false information even when individuals are unsure about its veracity.

Thus, all else being equal, inaccurate or polarizing content can be expected to be more likely to spread if users believe many other people are sharing and endorsing it. The role of social media bots, as well as committed networks of extremist activists and conspiracy theorists, in propping up the numbers of shares and likes of unverified content must thus be thoroughly investigated, as these forms of “digital ballot stuffing” may activate the endorsement heuristic and increase the likelihood that unverified information is both believed and shared by other users.

**Audiovisual Content**

Most of the research on the diffusion and effects of polarizing and misinforming messages focuses on the *textual* rather than the *visual and audiovisual* component of these messages. Yet substantial amounts of social media content nowadays are visual and audiovisual, and visual content is more likely to be shared than textual content. According to industry data, infographics are liked and shared on social media three times more than any other type of content; tweets with images receive 150% more retweets than tweets without images; articles with an image once every 75–100 words receive double the social media shares as articles with fewer images; and Facebook posts with images generate 2.3 times more
engagement than those without images. Goel et al. (2015) find that cascades involving videos and pictures tend to achieve higher popularity than cascades of users sharing news and petitions.

We have known for a long time that human beings recognize and remember pictures more easily than words. Pictures are richer in stimuli than textual and verbal content, and they are processed more effectively by the brain (Stenberg 2006). Sundar (2008) argues that users process audiovisual content based on the “realism heuristic,” as they assume that audiovisual content has a higher resemblance to the real world than textual and verbal content. Images, however, can also be easily doctored or presented out of context because viewers believe them to speak for themselves. Some studies offer anecdotal evidence of the role of visuals in the spread of misinformation. For instance, Zubiaga and Ji (2014) find that users had difficulty detecting the authenticity of doctored photos shared by social media users during Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Images are often taken out of context on social media. However, we know very little about the dynamics of the spread of visual misinformation besides anecdotal evidence and case study research.

Even more problematic in this regard is the rapid development of technologies that can synthesize audiovisual clips of human speech that closely resembles real speech based on relatively small training sets of original video (Thies et al. 2016). If human beings cannot distinguish between original and synthesized audiovisual content, and if audiovisual content is more likely to be shared, watched, and remembered than other types of content, the diffusion of these technologies may have a much bigger potential to mislead users than textual content.

F. How Misinformation and Polarization Affect American Democracy

Executive Summary

Partisan polarization has increased dramatically at the mass and elite level since the mid-20th century in the United States, producing important and largely unanticipated challenges for American democracy. The norms of political institutions are being deeply strained by intense elite partisanship. At the mass level, greater partisan divisions in social identity are generating intense hostility toward opposition partisans that encourages extreme tactics and undermines compromise and civility. These developments have seemingly increased the political system’s vulnerability to partisan misinformation, which is often promoted by polarized elites to sympathetic partisan audiences. Widespread usage of social media and distrust of the media threaten to accelerate these trends.

Effect of Polarization on Democratic Performance

I first consider the effect of increased polarization on democratic performance in the U.S. Before doing so, however, it is essential to put the recent increase in polarization into a broader context. Most discussions of the topic start with—and bemoan—the increase in polarization since the mid-20th century, failing to recognize that the low polarization observed in the postwar period was a historical anomaly rather than a norm that has been disrupted. Party polarization in the mid-20th century plunged to unprecedented levels; for instance, differences between the parties in Congressional voting patterns reached a historic low for the post-Civil War period (see, e.g., Bonica et al. 2013). This change was closely linked to the issue of race, which increasingly divided the parties internally even as one-party status of the Jim Crow South kept conservative Southern legislators in the Democratic Party. The result was that the parties of this period were broad and heterogeneous coalitions that appeared indistinct to many voters.

In response to the ideological overlap between the parties, the American Political Science Association (APSA) famously issued a report calling for more polarization (1950). Specifically, a committee convened by the association called for the parties to propose specific public policy programs that would offer clear choices to voters and to seek to implement those while in office. Voters would then in turn be able to hold parties responsible for their actions in office. To accomplish these goals, the APSA committee notes that the parties would need to develop greater unity and party loyalty than existed at the time and proposed a series of measures to do so.

41 Review prepared by Brendan Nyhan, Professor of Government, Dartmouth College.
42 Unless otherwise stated, “polarization” here refers to ideological polarization, or the distance between the parties on a left-right scale in terms of their policy preferences. Later in the section we discuss “affective polarization,” or the extent to which supporters of one party dislike the other party.
In the years since the APSA report, the parties realigned on the issue of race and civil rights (Carmines & Stimson 1989), setting in motion a process by which moderate and conservative Democrats in the South were replaced with conservative Republicans. Ideologically motivated activists and party leaders helped capture and shape the parties during this period, increasing the magnitude of polarization and extending it to new issues (for a review, see Layman et al. 2006). As a result, the parties are further divided ideologically in Congress than ever (Bonica et al. 2013). Correspondingly, though many citizens still have relatively inconsistent preferences over issues, they are better sorted into parties based on ideology and support those parties more consistently across offices and levels of government (Fiorina & Abrams 2008; Abramowitz & Webster 2016). The parties are in turn perceived by the public as more clearly distinct—only 18% said there is no important difference between the parties in 2012 compared to 56% in 1966 (ANES Guide 2015).

These developments have in many ways satisfied the goals of the APSA committee. The parties have more coherent policy agendas than in the past and now provide relatively clear and distinct choices to voters. However, the increase in polarization observed in the U.S. has also had harmful effects on American democracy that the APSA task force and other observers did not fully anticipate.

First, as the parties have become more distinct in both their ideology and the demographic groups that support them, partisanship has become a potent social identity, driving feelings toward opposition party identifiers to new lows. This pattern of so-called “affective polarization” or “negative partisanship” has generated remarkable levels of hostility toward opposition party identifiers (Iyengar et al. 2012; Huddy et al. 2015; Iyengar & Westwood 2015; Mason 2015; Abramowitz & Webster 2016; Rogowski & Sutherland 2016). These negative feelings threaten to undermine norms of civility and mutual respect in political debate. The strongly negative affective reactions that opposition partisans now inspire create a constituency for the winner-take-all political tactics discussed below and undermine the incentives for elites to engage in civil discourse and policy compromise. When the opposition party is despised, it also limits accountability for own-party figures, whose failings and foibles can more easily be rationalized as better than the opposition.

Second, American political institutions and democratic norms have come under strain in this era of high partisanship. As the parties have grown more distinct and homogenous, they have exploited their use of procedural and agenda-setting powers to attempt to shift policy toward the median majority party member (Aldrich & Rohde 2000, Cox & McCubbins 2007). In response, minority party legislators have exploited the high number of veto points in the American system of government (most notably, the filibuster rule in the Senate) to block legislative action, making it difficult for presidents to enact legislation under divided government (e.g., Bond et al. 2015). Views on the merits of polarization and policy gridlock differ, but the intense form of elite party competition and polarization witnessed in recent decades has pernicious consequences, including the destructive use of scandal against opposition figures (Ginsberg & Shefter 1999) and reduced oversight over co-partisan administrations in the executive branch (Parker & Dull 2009, 2013). Previous norms limiting the range of acceptable tactics have also been breached in the use of
impeachment, high-stakes brinkmanship, and legislative hostage-taking (e.g., government shutdowns and debt ceiling standoffs), and extreme forms of gerrymandering and voter suppression in the states. This process of escalation has reached a new level under President Trump, who routinely violates norms pertaining to conduct by government officials that are vital to democratic governance (Nyhan 2017b). The extent to which those norms and institutions will constrain Trump remains to be seen.

Finally, the growth in polarization has seemingly supercharged political misinformation, leading to widespread partisan misperceptions and conspiracy theories that pollute public debate, distort public policy, and intensify polarization. (I discuss this point below and thus do not address it further here.)

**Effect of Misinformation on Democratic Performance**

Hundreds of books and articles catalogue the effects of polarization on American democracy, but the consequences of misinformation are less understood. Fears that voters lack the capacity to participate meaningfully, of course, go back to the beginnings of democracy, but until recently few studies have distinguished between being uninformed and being misinformed (Kuklinski et al. 2000). However, we can identify a number of concerns about how misinformation could affect democratic decision making and policy processes that are normatively troubling.

First, misperceptions might distort the views of individual citizens. People frequently lack accurate information about politics and might hold different preferences or opinions if their views were more accurate. Counterfactual calculations suggest that ignorance distorts collective opinion from what it would be if people were better informed about politics, though these estimates rely on strong assumptions (Bartels 1996; Althaus 1998; Gilens 2001). Correspondingly, experiments providing people with accurate information about public policy issues do sometimes result in them expressing different opinions (e.g., Gilens 2001; Sides 2016). However, these conclusions need not hold; people often provide multiple rationales for their opinions and do not strictly base them on facts. Correspondingly, studies have shown that in some cases the provision of correct information has no effect on policy preferences on controversial issues (e.g., Kuklinski et al. 2000; Hopkins et al. N.d.) or on evaluations of high-profile partisan candidates (e.g., Nyhan et al. N.d.).

The effects of misperceptions at the individual level can aggregate into distortions in collective public opinion that likely affect policy and election outcomes. For instance, misperceptions about the state of the economy and the federal budget are widespread (e.g., Bartels 2002). The public may also misunderstand the state of wars overseas, especially early in a conflict (Baum & Groeling 2009). Though many misperceptions are self-generated (Thorson N.d.), these distortions may be created, encouraged, and/or exploited by political elites, who often seek to promote false or misleading claims in order to promote their preferred policies, win (re-)election, or avoid accountability for their performance in office (e.g., Fritz et al. 2004; Flynn et al. 2017).
Misperceptions can additionally distort the content of public policy debates. Salient examples are exaggerated perceptions about the generosity of U.S. federal welfare and foreign aid, and the number of immigrants in the country. A recent Kaiser Family Foundation poll found that Americans on average estimated that 31% of the federal budget goes to foreign aid; only three in 100 know the correct answer of less than 1% (DiJulio et al. 2016). A representative survey of Illinois residents conducted in the late 1990s found similarly that fewer than one in ten respondents knew that welfare spending amounts to less than 1% of the federal budget (Kuklinski et al. 2000). Americans similarly overestimate the size of the immigrant population (Hopkins et al. N.d.). Correcting these misperceptions may not immediately change people’s opinions about these issues (Kuklinski et al. 2000, Hopkins et al. N.d.), but their existence and persistence likely affects the policy proposals offered by elected officials and the reactions they receive from the public.

How Polarization and Misinformation Interact

Partisan misinformation and conspiracy theories have seemingly increased in recent years in tandem with intensifying elite ideological polarization and widespread affective polarization at the mass level. Belief in these false and unsupported claims is frequently skewed by partisanship and ideology (see, e.g., Ramsay et al. 2010; Frankovic 2016, 2017), suggesting that our vulnerability to them is increased by directionally motivated reasoning—the tendency to selectively accept or reject information depending on its consistency with our prior beliefs and attitudes (Kunda 1990; Taber & Lodge 2006). Motivated reasoning can also undermine the effectiveness of corrective information, which sometimes fails to reduce misperceptions among vulnerable groups (e.g., contrast Nyhan & Reifler 2010 and Nyhan & Reifler N.d.; see Flynn et al. 2017 for a review). In the real world, disconfirming evidence may only temporarily decrease belief in misperceptions and can even increase them among vulnerable groups (Berinsky 2012; Schaffner & Roche 2016).

Many partisan misperceptions have become widespread and had significant effects on politics and public policy. In some cases, these may capitalize on other factors that increase vulnerability to misperceptions. President Obama, for instance, was plagued by myths that were grounded in perceptions of difference—first that he was a Muslim and later that he was not born in this country (Kosloff et al. 2010; Pasek et al. 2015). However, belief in the birther myth differed sharply by party, suggesting it was primarily a partisan myth facilitated by directionally motivated reasoning. The power of this form of reasoning is strong—belief in the myth among Republicans rebounded within weeks after the release of Obama’s long-form birth certificate, a type of dispositive evidence that typically not available for other misperceptions, and continues to persist even now that Obama has left office (Berinsky 2012; Frankovic 2017). Similarly, many polarized policy debates are plagued by misinformation that hinders evidence-based debate. Two notable examples are the “death panel” myth, which affected both the debate over the Affordable Care Act and end-of-life policy more generally, and climate change, an issue in which many years of efforts to communicate the scientific consensus have failed to overcome polarizing elite messages that generate widespread disagreement by party and ideology (Nyhan 2010; McCright & Dunlap 2011).
These problems may become more severe if stronger directional preferences prompt people to engage in greater selective exposure to attitude-consistent information about politics (e.g., Stroud 2008; Hart et al. 2009; Iyengar & Hahn 2009; Iyengar et al. 2008). The prevalence of “echo chambers” in people’s information diets is often exaggerated (e.g., Gentzkow & Shapiro 2011, Flaxman et al. 2016; Guess N.d.; see Guess et al. 2017 for a review) but social media and other online content formats and platforms may facilitate greater selective exposure (Bakshy et al. 2015), including to misleading information. Most notably, “fake news” was widely read and shared in the period before the 2016 presidential election (Silverman 2016; Allcott & Gentzkow 2017).43 Behavioral data indicate visits to (overwhelmingly pro-Trump) fake news websites were heavily concentrated among a small subset of people with the most conservative information diets and were driven by exposure on Facebook (Guess et al. N.d.). Since the election, Facebook has undertaken a number of initiatives to limit the spread of fake news on the site, including a labeling initiative in partnership with fact checkers that appear to be at least somewhat effective (Pennycook & Rand 2017.; Pennycook et al. N.d.; Blair et al. N.d.), but it is unclear whether these approaches can effectively address the volume of dubious content on the platform without distorting the public’s access to political information (Nyhan 2017a).

Another worrisome development is widespread distrust of the media, which has been fueled by the increasing flow of negative messages about the press from elites (Ladd 2011). These perceptions have become intensely polarized under President Trump, who regularly attacks the media in vitriolic terms and accuses it of fabricating stories. Trump supporters now report extremely low levels of trust in the media; large majorities believe the media fabricates stories, call the media an “enemy of the people,” and say they believe it prevents leaders from doing their job well (Guess et al. N.d.b). Under these circumstances, it is extremely difficult for the press to effectively counter partisan misinformation.

Finally, perceptual distortions created by increased polarization and negative partisanship can create misperceptions about the parties that further increase political divisions in our society. One study finds that people overstate the extent of ideological polarization and report more moderate positions after being provided correct information about people’s actual beliefs (Ahler 2014). In addition, negative partisanship may generate misleading stereotypes of opposition party identifiers. Partisans appear to hold distorted perceptions of the opposition party, whose motives they perceive to be very negative (Freeder N.d.); providing more positive information about motives reduces out-group hostility. Finally, partisans are especially prone to overstating the prevalence of party-stereotypical groups among the opposing party’s supporters, such as LBGT individuals among Democrats and high-income individuals among Republicans (Ahler & Sood N.d.). Again, providing accurate information improves perceptions of the opposition party.

43 Allcott and Gentzkow estimate that the average adult “saw and remembered” slightly more than one fake news story over the course of the 2016 election campaign (p. 213).
Section III: Looking Forward

A. Key Research Gaps

Executive Summary

In conjunction with preparing the literature reviews, each researcher was also requested to prepare a list of key research gaps in the area investigated. This section represents a synthesis of the suggestions across the different subject areas. It is presented in three parts: definitions, prevalence, and substantive research topics. Another way of thinking about this is that the first two sections (definitions and prevalence) represent preliminary groundwork that will better facilitate addressing all of the subsequent substantive research questions, reflecting a strong consensus across the reviews that there is important work to be done in this regard.

Key remaining research questions include:

1. What are the effects of exposure to information and disinformation on individual beliefs and behavior?
2. What are the cumulative effects of having accounts on multiple platforms, and how might such conclusions differ from what we’ve learned from studies of behavior on a single platform?
3. How does the spread of disinformation through images and video differ from the spread of disinformation through text?
4. How do the spread and the effect of disinformation differ across different countries?
5. Do the effects of exposure to disinformation and polarization vary across liberals and conservatives?
6. What are the likely effects of new laws and regulations intended to limit the spread of disinformation?
7. What are the strengths and weaknesses of different methods of bot detection and analysis?
8. What is the role of political elites in spreading disinformation online?
Definitions

One strong theme that comes out of all the reports is the fact that there is no real consensus across much of the academic literature on how to define many of the phenomena discussed in the report. Undoubtedly, research would benefit from a common set of definitions of the following topics:

- **Online conversations/interactions**: Strikingly, despite the pervasive belief that “online conversations” have gotten more antagonistic as a result of political polarization, we lack any real consensus as to what exactly is an online political conversation (see discussion in Review A). As part of addressing this topic, it would therefore be useful to have definitions for:
  - Online political conversations
  - Cross-partisan online conversations
  - Antagonistic or “uncivil” interactions
  - Echo chambers44

- **Disinformation**: Despite all the attention to disinformation, fake news, etc., we are still lacking common definitions for many of these terms (Born & Edgington 2017), which could include:
  - Disinformation (knowingly false information?)
  - Misinformation (unwittingly false information?)
  - Online propaganda (information intended to promote one party/candidate?)
  - Hyperpartisan news (news packaged to denigrate the other party?)
  - Fake news (false information produced to maximize clicks for profit?)
  - Clickbait (non-false information presented to maximize clicks for profit?)
  - Rumors (non-confirmed information?)
  - Conspiracy theories (false stories repeated over time with known contrast to receive wisdom, includes reference to fact that others are trying to suppress the truth?)

- **Media Classifiers**: Closely related to “online propaganda,” we are seeing increasing instances of the use of the term “hyperpartisan media.” It seems important then to have a clear set of definitions so different studies examining the effects of media actors have similar conceptions of the following categories:
  - Hyperpartisan media
  - Partisan media
  - Non-partisan media

44 To date, not only is there no consensus on what level of selective exposure constitutes an “echo chamber,” there is not even any consensus on what metric or summary statistic should be used to measure this selective exposure. One possibility is the overlap coefficient (OC), which characterizes the degree of overlap between two probability densities (e.g., liberal and conservative media diet distributions).
Online Actors: Sanovich et al. (2018) propose a five-part categorization of Twitter accounts consisting of: official accounts (representing organizations); humans; bots (algorithmically controlled accounts); cyborgs (accounts with content produced by humans and bots); and spam (accounts that produce only advertising), which probably could be extended, with minor modifications, to other social media platforms as well. More generally, there seems to be a developing consensus in the literature as to what constitutes a “bot,” less consensus on what constitutes a “troll,” and no overall agreed upon exhaustive framework along the lines of what Sanovich et al. propose.

Prevalence of Phenomena

Another repeated concern across different reviews is the immediate jump in the scientific literature to measuring the effect of a phenomenon before having a good sense of its prevalence. To be clear, the academic incentives for scholarly publication—at least in the social sciences—lean toward establishing causal relationships, as opposed to counting exercises, so this development is understandable. That being said, smart public policy decisions depend on policymakers having a good understanding about the prevalence of activities in order to assess the costs and benefits of proposed policy changes. In particular, more information is needed concerning:

- The proportion of political conversations that occur online.
- The proportion of political conversations online that are cross-partisan
  - At the aggregate level (e.g., what is the average level of cross-partisan information to which individuals are exposed?).
  - At the individual level (e.g., what proportion of individuals find themselves in “echo chambers,” and what are the characteristics distinguishing those who are exposed to cross-partisan information from those who are not?).
- The amount of actual online exposure to all of the different “disinformation” categories mentioned above, for a variety of different groups, including:
  - The modal social media user.
  - High-frequency social media users.
  - Politically interested citizens.
  - Liberals versus conservatives.
- The number of exclusively “fake news” websites producing political content and the size and composition of their audience.
- The quantity of political news stories produced by hyperpartisan versus partisan versus non-partisan news sources and the size and composition of their audience.
- The amount of disinformation shared by bots, cyborgs, and humans, and the size and composition of their audience. Regarding bots in particular, this includes
  - Human beings that bots are attempting to persuade/deceive.
  - Algorithms that bots are attempting to manipulate.
- The proportion of the top/trending stories on social media platforms that were originated/were amplified by bots.
Substantive Research Gaps:

1. The Effects of Exposure to Information and Disinformation Online

The overall consensus in empirical studies of information consumption on social media is that these platforms increase exposure to new information, either to ideologically diverse opinions (Bakshy et al. 2015) or misinformation (Fourney et al. 2017). What remains mostly unanswered, however, is how individuals react to this exposure process, and in particular the causal mechanisms that may explain opinion change. Three topics seem particularly important moving forward:

a) Offline Effects of Disinformation and Corrections: Updating versus Backlash

Bayesian theories of information processing would suggest that individuals update their political positions in response to new information, in a direction that is consistent with what they learned (Achen 1992; Bullock, 2009). However, many scholars have demonstrated the existence of backlash or boomerang effects that lead to individuals’ reinforcing their previous positions (Lewandowsky et al. 2012; Nyhan & Reifler 2010), either due to motivated reasoning (Taber & Lodge 2006; Redlawsk 2002), varying interpretation of the same set of facts (Gaines et al. 2007), or other reasons.

Moreover, studies of the effectiveness of corrective information have found widely varying results (e.g., compare Nyhan & Reifler 2010, N.d., with Nyhan et al. N.d.). Further research is needed to determine the conditions under which fact checking and other forms of corrective information are most effective, and can build on recent work about the importance of “unlikely” sources of corrections (Berinsky 2017) and the provision of alternative narratives (Nyhan & Reifler 2015). It is also necessary to consider the extent to which corrective information can generate lasting changes in belief, given the observed durability of misperceptions such as the birther myth.

Closely related, some studies find reduced belief polarization and, to a lesser extent, improvements in belief accuracy in response to financial incentives (Bullock et al. 2015, Prior et al. 2015). These studies suggest that survey measures of factual beliefs may include some measure of “partisan cheerleading.” The extent to which these reveal insincere beliefs is unclear, however, given that strong accuracy incentives are not present in real-world politics (see Flynn et al. 2017 for an extended discussion of this point). In addition, a study of adherents to the Obama Muslim myth indicated that their beliefs appeared to be sincerely held (Berinsky 2018). Further research is needed to determine how to best dissuade partisan cheerleading, while maintaining realistic conditions, when measuring factual beliefs about controversial issues.

45 For a nice recent summary, see the January 3, 2018, Slate cover story by Daniel Engber: https://slate.com/health-and-science/2018/01/weve-been-told-were-living-in-a-post-truth-age-dont-believe-it.html.
There are notable scholarly disagreements regarding the extent to which disinformation shared on social media has any effect on citizens’ political beliefs (Allcott & Gentzkow 2017; Guess et al. 2017) or the extent to which news consumption through this platform may be exacerbating political polarization (Barberá N.d.; Baskhy et al. 2015; Boxell et al. 2017; Flaxman et al. 2016; Peterson et al. N.d.). One potential explanation for this pattern of seemingly conflicting empirical evidence is that these studies rely on different conceptualizations of “misinformation” and “polarization.” For example, sometimes the differences between rumors, false information, misleading information, and hyperpartisan information are blurry. Similarly, different characteristics of social media platforms may contribute to affective polarization but deactivate ideological polarization. While there are many studies defining each of these two terms (see e.g., Prior 2013 and Berinsky 2017), a clear gap in this growing literature on social media and politics is a comprehensive meta-analysis of previous studies that takes into account the varying definitions of key terms.

Moreover, there are a host of other important potential effects of exposure to disinformation online, beyond exacerbating political polarization and whether or not individuals believe in the veracity of the disinformation to which they have been exposed. Particularly in the aftermath of the 2016 U.S. election, research is needed on the effect of exposure to disinformation on turnout and party/candidate choice. But we certainly would also like to know more about the possible effects of exposure to disinformation on positions on issues, as well as general interest in politics and trust in political institutions and the media.

Similar questions could also be asked about the effects of exposure to uncivil conversations online. In particular, do such interactions make people less likely to participate in political discussions generally (both offline and online), in cross-partisan conversations more specifically, or even change the online networks in which they are embedded (e.g., “defriending”)?

c) Online Effects of Exposure to Bots and Trolls

Despite all the work that has been done in recent years in attempts to identify bots online and, more recently, to characterize their political activity, we have very little work to date on the effects of exposure to online bots on human behavior. For example, do humans update opinions and beliefs differently when (dis)information is provided by a bot, as opposed to by another human? Does this effect change if a bot is antagonistic versus friendly? Do bots manage to substantially increase the popularity metrics of disinforming and polarizing posts, and if so, under what conditions, and do users respond to these inflated metrics by becoming more likely to share the messages involved? And can humans even tell if they are interacting with bots as opposed to humans? Even less is known about trolls (the vast majority of research to date has focused on the actions and motivations of trolls, as opposed to the political impact on those being trolled).
To reiterate, we are still lacking in basic descriptive statistics in this area, such as how likely any given individual is to encounter a bot or troll in the course of their daily social media use or, put another way, the proportion of social media posts that average user encounters that are produced by bots or trolls.

***

Taken together, it seems clear that sorting out the relative impact of exposure to disinformation, online conversations, bots, and partisan echo chambers (as well as their relative prevalence online) ought to be a crucial prerequisite for anyone hoping to design policies to mitigate potential pernicious effects on politics from social media usage, as different problems prompt different solutions. For example, more ideological self-segregation online might reduce “uncivil interactions,” which tend to occur among people who disagree with one another, but make it less likely that instances of disinformation are ever corrected. Conversely, enabling social media users to “fact check” their friends might reduce the amount of disinformation online in the short-term, but in the long-term lead to more ideologically segregated networks (if fact checking leads to “defriending” or if users mainly share fact checking information that is aligned with their political views [Shin & Thorson 2017]), thus making the spread of disinformation less likely to be impeded down the road. Alternatively, it may be the case that “fact checking” is only effective when it comes from “unlikely sources,” and that cross-ideological questioning of the quality of information only increases belief in that information, which would suggest, perhaps paradoxically, that ideologically diverse communities are more likely to breed belief in the veracity of disinformation. Regardless of the specific forces that may be at work, the interrelatedness of these different factors (as illustrated in the introduction of this report in Figure 1) points to the importance of continued basic research as a way to insulate policy changes from unanticipated consequences.

2. Cross- and Multi-Platform Research

As should be evident from the preceding reviews, the vast majority of research on social media and politics to date has occurred using data from a single social media platform in a given research study. Yet there are, of course, numerous social media platforms, and many people have accounts on multiple platforms. Moreover, the provision of political disinformation is clearly not limited to one or two particularly popular platforms; less popular platforms such as Reddit, 4chan, and 8chan may play outsized roles in this regard. Thus, research that explicitly compares the prevalence of behavior and causal effects across different platforms is especially needed. To give some examples:

- Are there more civil (or uncivil) political conversations on some platforms than others? If so, can we learn something about the design features of platforms (including news feed algorithms) that may or may not encourage civil political discussion?

● Is there a cross-platform pattern to the distribution of disinformation online?
● Is there more correction of disinformation on some platforms than others? If so, why?
● Do bots (or trolls) play different roles on different platforms? And do they collaborate across platforms?
● What are the predictors of memes that emerge from the universe of memes out there to actually go viral?

a) The Facebook (and Google) Gap

As is now well known, when social media research involves data from only a single platform, more often than not that platform is Twitter. While there are very good reasons to justify using Twitter data to study politics, especially in the United States, it is, of course, not the most popular social media platform either in the United States or globally: that distinction belongs to Facebook. Simply put, if we want a better understanding of how social media usage is affecting U.S. politics along all the lines discussed in this report, analysis of the effects of Facebook usage needs to play a larger role in scientific studies.

It is worth noting, however, that to the extent that we want to better understand the effect of exposure to disinformation, we also would want to see more analysis of the effects of exposure to information through Google searches, which in turn would raise the importance of understanding of what exactly people see when using Google for search.

b) Links between Social Media and Traditional Media

Following a similar line of reasoning as in the previous section, we know that a non-trivial portion of the information shared on social media is content produced by traditional media sources; this is especially the case if we want to study the dissemination of information from partisan and hyperpartisan media sources. Further, we also know that traditional media sources often report on social media usage and include social media posts as part of news stories. Additional research on the relationship between traditional media and social media therefore appears important. Examples could include:

● The ways in which political rumors from social media migrate into traditional media stories.
● The effect on the life span of disinformation from being picked up by traditional media, or, conversely, the effect on the reach of disinformation produced by traditional media sources as a function of social media activity.
● The social media strategy of hyperpartisan media.
● The role of bots and trolls in manipulating newsfeed algorithms for political purposes.
3. Video

The vast majority of research surveyed in this report has focused on text as the source of disinformation. The future of disinformation, however, may be in images and, perhaps even more perplexingly, video.47

Systematic research centered on audiovisuals, rather than text, is therefore urgently needed to ascertain the effects of different types of visual and audiovisual messages on political polarization and disinformation. Various obstacles have hindered such research so far. First, the development of widely agreed upon concepts and measures of visual political content has been slower compared with political textual content (Griffin 2015). Second, storing and retrieving image and audiovisual content is more cumbersome than textual content. Third, analyzing audiovisual content is more complex because it conveys more information than text and is accordingly more difficult to code. Fourth, computational tools to automatically and reliably process and code images are still underdeveloped compared to those that treat textual content. Finally, not all the kinds of social media data that would be best suited to study these phenomena are publicly available to scholars.

4. Generalizability and Comparability of U.S. Findings

While there is a great deal in this report on the relationship between disinformation and political polarization and the quality of democracy in the United States, there are valuable scientific gains to be made from placing the findings from U.S.-centered research in a more comparative context.

For one, America’s rigid two-party political system is fairly unique among advanced democracies. Most Western democracies, by contrast, do not have near-perfect two-party systems, have dealt with partisan media for decades, host relatively strong public service broadcasters, and feature institutional arrangements that do not require cross-party consensus for government to function. As a result, most non-American democracies have lived with polarization and disinformation for a long time, but are also experiencing disruptive social media influences similar to the U.S. political system. Comparative research would not only establish whether U.S. findings generalize to other countries, but also to better understand what kinds of institutional and systemic conditions facilitate or hinder polarization and misinformation, thus yielding policy recommendations that can be relevant to the U.S. context.

We also do not know nearly enough about how digital media can contribute to polarization and disinformation in more unstable, hybrid regimes and non-democratic regimes, where their disruptive role may arguably be larger than in established Western democracies because institutions may be weaker.

5. Different Effects on Different People: Ideological Asymmetries

While the previous discussion has focused on trying to ascertain the relationship between social media usage, political polarization, disinformation, and democratic quality, it is, of course, likely that different individuals will react differently to the same stimuli; in the language of social science research, this is known as “heterogeneous treatment effects.”

There are limitless directions in which such research can be advanced, but for now we highlight one area that has come up in a few studies: ideological asymmetry (Adamic & Glance 2005; Barberá et al. 2015; Brady et al. 2017). There are two ways of thinking about this topic. The first is whether extremists tend to react differently than moderates; similarly, one could compare partisans to non-partisans. Alternatively, we can compare whether conservatives and liberals react differently. If either disinformation or political polarization affect conservatives and liberals differently, then this type of research would seem to be particularly important moving forward.

6. New Laws and Regulations

The governments of democratic countries such as Germany or Spain have taken steps to regulate the content that can be shared on social media, banning hate speech or misinformation and imposing fines on companies and users who post such content. The European Commission recently launched a Fake News initiative that is expected to recommend similar regulations at the E.U. level.48 These decisions raise relevant normative and empirical questions regarding their desirability and effectiveness. When anyone can post anything under the protection of anonymity, how do we strike a balance between freedom of speech and avoiding the free spread of misinformation? And what are the long-term consequences of these measures regarding the pluralism of public debates? Are these measures thwarting exposure to diverse political views, which is generally considered a sign of democratic health? Further, what are the trade-offs associated with anonymity online, which may give people the opportunity to speak more freely about politics—especially in less open countries—but that also can provide an opportunity to engage in hateful and even threatening speech?

Finally, if states have the ability to regulate what content social media platforms may permit online, what does that imply about state control over the data provided by citizens to online platforms? Can states require the sharing of data by platforms with commercial competitors? For scholarly research? And what are the trade-offs in this regard with proprietary ownership of data, privacy concerns, and the “right to be forgotten”?  

7. Bot Detection and Analysis

To the extent that bots play an important role in the spread of disinformation, then there is a great deal of work that remains to be done specifically in the field of political bot detection and bot analysis. As most extant work in this field has involved detecting and analyzing bots (1) over short periods of time, (2) in particular political contexts, and (3) on a single platform (Twitter), many important questions remain:

- What is the lifespan of an average bot or botnet?
- Can a bot detection model developed in one political context (country) be used to find political bots in another context?
- How long can a bot detection method developed in one country continue to accurately find bots even in that country? Put another way, what is the decay rate of bot detection methods?
- Can we build algorithms to detect bots on platforms beyond Twitter?
- Can we build algorithms to detect trolls?49
- Even if we can find bots and trolls, can we reliably code their political orientation once we find them?

8. Politicians and Disinformation

As is by now well known to anyone living in the United States, politicians have the ability to attract large numbers of followers on social media, and to utilize social media accounts to affect political discussion, and, accordingly, political polarization. Political elites also play a key role in linking political predispositions to factual beliefs and claims in controversial policy debates, but relatively little is known about how politicians and the media help disseminate myths or the process by which they become entrenched in partisan belief systems (Flynn et al. 2017). We also know relatively little about how to effectively change incentives for elites to dissuade them from promoting misinformation, though they may be more responsive to interventions than the public (see, e.g., Nyhan & Reifler 2015). Systematic research on the role politicians play in spreading or debunking disinformation would thus be extremely valuable moving forward.

49 Although see King et al. 2017.
B. Key Data Needs

Executive Summary

This section presents a concise list of data needs for making progress on filling the research gaps outlined in the previous section. Data needs are divided into three categories: data that could be collected in the future by scholars with traditional funding, but that has not yet been collected; data that is prohibitively costly for individual scholars to collect, but that could be provided by a well-funded central research institute/data repository; and data that is not currently available for open scientific analysis due to the fact that it is the property of social media platforms and/or due to privacy concerns.

Philanthropic organizations are urged to consider the possibility of providing support for a managed data repository that would make social media data available for open scientific analysis, in conjunction with proper safeguards to protect individual privacy.

Introduction

We propose a threefold typology for categorizing data needs for advancing our understanding of social media, disinformation, and political polarization:

Type I Data: Data that could be collected by researchers with normal funding support, but that has not yet currently been collected.

Type II Data: Data that are prohibitively costly for most researchers to acquire, store, and access, but that could be maintained in a publicly accessible data repository (or is currently in a publicly accessible repository, but that is costly to access) and made available for open scientific analysis with proper safeguards. We propose that establishing and funding such a repository is an important role that could be played by philanthropic organizations, working in conjunction with social media platforms.

Type III Data: Data that are not currently accessible for open scientific research due to proprietary and/or privacy concerns. The most important Type III Data for answering the questions posed in this report is undoubtedly data from Facebook, due to its dominant role as the most popular social media platform among Americans, and its ownership of Instagram—the second most popular social network—and Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp, the most widely used mobile instant messaging platforms.

Type IIIa Data: Data that could be produced by researchers working in collaboration with social media platforms.
Type I Data Needs

Data that could be collected by researchers with normal funding support.

Validated measures of online information consumption: A key methodological limitation of past work in the study of misinformation on social media is the lack of reliable and valid measures of online information consumption. Scholars generally rely on self-reports (Allcott & Gentzkow 2017), indirect measures based on network structures (Bakshy 2015; Barberá et al. 2015), or web history and tracking logs (Gentzkow & Shapiro 2011; Guess 2014; Flaxman et al. 2016). However, even the best web tracking data cannot determine whether individuals actually consumed and understood the information to which they were exposed. While some of these methods are probably good enough to approximate news consumption, there is a clear need in the literature for a systematic study that combines quantitative and qualitative methods to validate how individuals consume news on social media platforms.

Survey data paired with social media data of survey respondents: This is particularly important for studying the question of who shares disinformation online. Self-reported measures on surveys of encountering disinformation are notoriously noisy, and social media data that can objectively record the sharing of disinformation often lack the necessary information to identify relevant demographic characteristics of those sharing the information. Pairing surveys with browser tracking or social media accounts of the user allows for rich demographic information on respondents, paired with actual objective measures of social media or news consumption data. One solution: Develop replicable, transparent, and fair procedures that allow academics to match Facebook user-level data with their own survey or web tracking data, while ensuring these users’ privacy and right to decline providing consent.

Real-time, smartphone-based surveys of political conversations: The Facebook API is currently limited in the kinds of data it can provide to help with questions about political discussions. However, it might be feasible to take advantage of smartphone-based survey measurement techniques to collect more immediate self-reported data on political conversations that minimize error compared to current practices (Ohme et al. 2016).

Validated measures of “affective polarization”: While most scholars agree that affective polarization is on the rise in most developed democracies, the evidence regarding how it varies across countries is not as clear, due in part to the complexity of developing comparable measures of affective polarization that capture the same concept in different contexts. Country-level characteristics, such as the structure of party competition or the varying relevance of social cleavages, can make it difficult to identify, for example, which are the relevant in-groups and out-groups. A key methodological and data access gap in this literature is a survey instrument of affective polarization that is validated using behavioral measures, and provides a comparable metric across countries.
“Ground Truth” examples of bots and trolls: One of the challenges of identifying bots and trolls is actually having “ground truth” of true positives needed for training machine learning models when the creators of bots or the actual trolls prefer to remain anonymous. (True negatives are much easier to find.) Such data sets have sometimes been created from leaked information, but that approach leaves researchers vulnerable to manipulation from deliberate leaks of false information. One potential avenue for moving forward would be for researchers developing algorithms for detecting bots and trolls to collaborate with ethnographic researchers to jointly try to cooperate with actual trolls or producers of bots. Such a project would, of course, require serious thought and ethical consideration.

Troll detection algorithms: Building on algorithmic approaches to bot detection and the existing impressive ethnographic research on trolls, future work could attempt to develop similar troll-detection techniques, and use these to examine troll behavior systematically over time.

Experimental work related to bots or trolls: This could include both lab experiments or “field” experiments in actual online environments and/or social media platforms.

Comprehensive data linking political elites with propagation of disinformation: This could include, for example, a data set of any category of disinformation that is present in the Twitter and Facebook accounts of political elites. Collecting this data would be a two-step process of scraping the relevant pages and then searching for known sources of disinformation.

Cross-national dataset of legal restrictions on posting disinformation: This type of data collection could vary both cross-sectionally (across countries) and over time. It might also be useful to contrast restrictions on speech online with those offline.
Type II Data Needs

Data that is potentially available, but prohibitive costly—in terms of funding, time, or start-up costs—for most researchers to collect on their own or even in small groups.

An archive of images and video related to disinformation, video propaganda, etc.: Collecting video and images is something most researchers can do. However, collecting, storing, and accessing large numbers of images and videos can be challenging. There are very large computing and start-up costs associated with analyzing images and especially video—this is not something most social scientists are trained to do. A publicly accessible archive with preprocessed images and video, including thorough metadata, would be extremely valuable. Such an archive, however, would raise a number of challenges. One would be to prevent it from becoming a repository of hateful and offensive images that could be used for malicious purposes. Another would be the need to avoid causing any harm to the individuals featured in the images and videos.

Real-time data on emerging disinformation: Studying the impact of misinformation on social media at scale requires data on its prevalence. One approach would be to try to use machine learning methods to automatically detect “fake news” stories. While these types of automatic classification tools are generally accurate at distinguishing hard-news versus soft-news stories, they may not perform as well when the classification task is identifying misinformation. It is even possible that these methods will never work, given that humans are often unable to make such distinctions. One alternative solution could be the real-time development of a crowdsourced list of stories that may be considered as false or misleading, along with a score based on multiple human annotators.

Comprehensive data on individual cross-platform news consumption: The emergence of social media platforms has contributed to a trend of growing media fragmentation (Prior 2007). To obtain a comprehensive view of citizens’ news consumption, it is more important than ever to measure such fragmented media diet by combining data from multiple sources, including offline media use tracking. In the case of Facebook data, where survey research shows a large share of news consumption takes place (Mitchell et al. 2017), addressing this data access need will necessarily require joint efforts between academics and industry partners.

Free access to the Twitter archive: Twitter currently has a full archive publicly available (GNIP), but the prices for accessing this archive can be prohibitively expensive for academic research, suggesting the primary intended users of the archive are commercial firms. Making the GNIP Twitter Archive freely available for open scientific research would play a major role in removing barriers to entry for a wide range of research projects. This would be especially valuable for addressing the “prevalence of phenomena” research gaps identified in the previous section. It would also be very useful for the study of networks and network effects, as collecting data from Twitter’s Streaming API does not provide the account IDs of friends and followers, requiring many time-consuming calls to Twitter’s

Resting API to build up networks. One idea would be for a consortium of philanthropic organizations to jointly fund and establish free access to the Twitter archive for scientific research, perhaps in collaboration with the Library of Congress.51

Archiving and pre-processing other social media platforms: There are other social media platforms that have been noted as avenues for the spread of disinformation (e.g., Reddit, 8chan) where posts can be made anonymously and are accessible by the public. Collecting and preprocessing these data present non-trivial challenges in terms of storage and technical skills. Thus a dedicated repository that archived open access social media platforms in a searchable database format would like also open up many research opportunities.

Bot repositories: As more research teams attempt to detect and monitor political bot activity in increasingly more contexts, and with research suggesting the possibility of “bot recycling,” a centralized and searchable archive of suspect bot accounts could prove valuable, although certainly serious attention would need to be paid to security and access issues.

Archiving the production of hyperpartisan media outlets: Assuming the question of defining “hyperpartisan media” could be satisfactorily addressed, a searchable database of stories produced by hyperpartisan media sources would be a useful starting point for researchers looking at the effects of such media.52 The same could be said for foreign media outlets identified as purveyors of disinformation. In both cases, the idea would be to decrease the barriers to entry in studying these topics.

Replication versus proprietary data: One final point worth noting: There is a growing movement across all the social sciences for research to be more open and transparent.53 Part of this process involves making data used in studies accessible for replication studies, which is increasingly becoming a prerequisite for publication in top journals. Social media platforms, on the other hand, often have strong restrictions about the manner in which data can be shared. To be clear, there are serious privacy concerns at play here, in addition to any proprietary data ownership issues. This is therefore a case where two legitimate sets of concerns are likely to collide with one another, with the potential to cause serious impediments for researchers studying the topics under review in this report. One potential idea: a password-protected data repository for replication studies created in partnership with the platforms where scholars wishing to replicate previous studies could access the necessary data, but would agree to a number of privacy-protecting conditions in return for access to the data. This does not necessarily have to be created

---

51 See: https://www.theverge.com/2017/12/26/16819748/library-of-congress-twitter-archive-project-stalled. The Library of Congress has said they will no longer archive every tweet because they do not have the resources to do so. Perhaps this is an opportunity for a philanthropic organization?

52 It is possible that such a project could be incorporated as a part of MediaCloud (https://mediacloud.org/), or perhaps already exists within that project.

53 In political science in particular, see https://www.dartstatement.org/.
from scratch, and possibly could be integrated into an existing archive such as the Harvard Dataverse Network.\textsuperscript{54}

\textsuperscript{54} https://dataverse.harvard.edu/
Type III Data Needs

Data not currently available for open scientific research.

Access to Facebook data: Facebook continues to be by far the most popular social media platform both in the United States and globally, and is used by large numbers of people to consume news. Simply put, without access to Facebook data, understanding of the spread of disinformation through social media will be incomplete. To be clear, a great deal can be learned through analyzing publicly available data on sites like Twitter and Reddit. Further, there are serious privacy concerns that are driving Facebook’s current policies on sharing data with academic researchers. Nevertheless, a great deal more could be learned about many of the topics contained in this report if a system for sharing Facebook data with scientific researchers could be developed and implemented.

Access to Google data: Although receiving much less attention than Facebook—and not directly the subject of this report—it is beyond question that search algorithms on sites such as Google also play an important role in how Americans consume news. Thus a system for sharing Google data with scientific researchers would also likely help us to better understand the online distribution of disinformation.

Other social media data: It is worth noting that other social media platforms are providing an increasing role in how Americans consume news, as detailed in a recent report by the Pew Research Center on “News Use across Social Media Platforms”. These include open platforms such as Reddit and YouTube, but also the less publicly accessible Snapchat, Instagram, and WhatsApp.

---

Type IIIa Data Needs

Data that could be collected in collaboration with platforms.

Randomized online field experiments: An important explanation for why we still know little about how misinformation may affect political beliefs is the difficulty in generating high-quality experimental evidence on the effects of exposure to fake news. Studies that measure exposure to fake news on social media necessarily suffer from self-selection bias. Results from lab or survey experiments do not easily generalize because they are conducted in artificial environments. Even studies exploiting longitudinal natural experiments as a source of exogenous variation (Boxell et al. 2017) need to deal with issues such as composition bias and the fact that social media platforms are in a constant state of evolution, making it difficult to study their effect on long-term changes in polarization. While serious ethical and IRB considerations would need to be addressed in any research design to ensure informed consent among participants, running experiments on social media platforms offers one of the most promising avenues for addressing a host of topics contained in these reports. This could include:

- Effects of exposure to various forms of disinformation.
- Effect of receiving disinformation from different senders, including close friends, “weak ties,” and non-human (bot) sources.
- Effects of attempts to correct disinformation within social media platforms.
- Effects of “validation” (i.e., likes by other people, retweets) on the effectiveness of corrections of disinformation.
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